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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this project is to design material to support the development of intercultural
communicative competence between patients of other countries and lab assistants through
ESP material in specific communication breakdowns in a hospital. This project is a selection
of theories of models of communication, intercultural communication, some characteristics
regarding English for specific purposes and theory according to material design. Data
collection used interviews, questionnaires and narrative participant experience. This research
project utilized a need analysis that allow to categorize the information obtaining the needs
and wants that lab assistants had.

Key Words: communicative competence, interculturality, English for specific purposes
(ESP), material design.
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INTRODUCTION

This project originated from the necessity of communication between lab assistants and
people of other countries who need to communicate in a specific way in a specific situation.
The lab assistants need to give proper attention to those special customers and people of other
countries who are looking for someone to care about their health matters. To develop this
project we will take into account topics like interculturality, communicative competence and
ESP approach to endorse our project, these concepts show the importance of the
communication and how English language is used in a specific circumstance.
The purpose of this project is to design material that allows the lab assistants to feel
confident at the moment of interacting with people of other countries in order to achieve
communicative goals.
In the research methodology some instruments will be used to obtain the data. Among
them: interviews, questionnaires and narrative to analyze the necessities of people and make
this material based on real situations to facilitate their communicative skills in English.
In turn, we will use photographs; these more than collecting data for analysis will be
useful at the moment to design material because they will illustrate the real context of the lab.
Photographs let know feelings that people can not express talking or interacting with us
because it is a spontaneous way to manifest perceptions according to the situations. We can
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see reactions and some details about behaviors which contribute to describe how people feel
by doing his job.
Taking into account the information above, we will expect to supply the basic
communicative needs and we will design some material which will be used in order to
contribute to develop intercultural communicative competence for both, lab assistants and
patients. This material will allow them to offer a better service to patients of other countries
and they will learn how to face communication breakdowns situations.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Country Clinic is a hospital situated in Bogotá. As a health institution has the responsibility to
help people in different ways: prevention, treatment and rehabilitation.
Taking into account this, Lab Clinic is a place that people visit for getting help in
prevention and detection of diseases. People always want to obtain an appropriate result it
could help to prevent or treat a health hazard. It is important to know that DINAMICA IPS is
a lab that works inside the Country Clinic carrying out diversity of lab examination for
people. There, people of other countries arrive from other countries to take exams because in
Colombia medical treatments are cheaper than in their own countries. For example Lab assists
to groups of people of Suriname who want specific exams for rule out a disease or leukemia
treatment.
In the health area, the quality in the disease diagnostic depends on the procedure that
the patient needs to have. For that reason, it is important an adequate taking of sample that
includes previous information about the patient conditions until the final result and clarify that
many people from different cultures arrive for taking diverse medical treatment at the Country
Clinic. The lab assistants are in charge of carrying out explanations to the patients. They are
aware that there is a policy that states that a clear and polite explanation is necessary about
procedures and safety in order to decrease patient’s anxiety and pain.
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However, that is the moment when lab assistants have difficulties of communication
because they feel unable to give instructions. As a consequence, they show frustration,
sadness, fear, shame and inability at the moment of speaking with people of other countries.
They feel they do not have the basic tools to solve communication breakdowns.
They do not know how to give some basic instructions and how to explain the
procedure that they will follow and sometimes the communication between two participants is
very difficult. People do not speak or understand; when this situation is presented. Lab
assistants require help from people who speak in English. Although currently two people who
work there speak English, this is not enough because they have other functions inside lab. It is
complicated for them to get into and get out many times to collaborate in the place where lab
assistants take samples, but definitely when they do not find people who speak in English in a
specific moment they are obliged to use strategies of mimicry to communicate what they
want. As a result, because of misunderstandings people of other countries understand the
explanation but the appropriate service can not be offered.
Since one of the researcher’s works as a lab assistant in the Country Clinic, she knows
that the warmth, sensibility, quality in the service and respect are important values that allow
a good performance as professionals. Pitifully, the needs of communicative competence
impede those values to be true in the service. As a participant researcher in this project and as
lab assistant we conclude that it is necessary to fulfill the language needs in this situation.

For these reasons the researches present the following research question:
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MAIN QUESTION

How can material for ESP be designed in order to solve communication breakdowns
experienced in an intercultural communication between lab assistants and patients of
other countries?

And the following sub-question:

•

How can the communicative dimension be visualized in communication
breakdowns between people of other countries and lab assistants?

•

What characteristics are essential in the design of ESP material to improve
intercultural communicative competence of the lab assistants in communication
breakdowns?

To answer these questions, we proposed the following objectives which we think can give us
complete information about how to design ESP material in a group of people who have
communicative communication breakdowns with people of other countries in a hospital in
Bogotá.

OBJECTIVES
GENERAL:
Design material to support the development of intercultural communicative competence
between patients of other countries and lab assistants through ESP material in specific
communication breakdowns in the Country Clinic.
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SPECIFIC:
•

Design ESP material that allows lab assistants to supply the basic communicative
needs in communication breakdowns.

•

Characterize ESP intercultural communicative competence in communication
breakdowns between patients of other countries and lab assistants in the Country
Clinic.

•

Improve communicative competence to cope with communication breakdowns
between lab assistants and people from other countries through ESP material.
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RATIONALE
For lab assistants is important to enhance communicative competence with patients of other
countries because in this context they eventually have to interact with them. At the moment to
get this competence lab assistants could achieve understanding of what patients of other
countries need, how they can express some feelings. They could offer a better service, they
could help people of other countries offering safety and confidence and at the same time, lab
assistants can know how to face a communication breakdowns avoiding misunderstanding
which could affect the health of the patient. In this project, the material is expected to help lab
assistants in their communicative process with patients obtaining an effective relationship.
The material can help and supply the patients’ basic needs during their communication
breakdowns in a disease and contributes in the improvement as a human being.
Currently the lab assistants are aware that many times exams could be wrong because
the appropriate preparation was wrong but if patients follow the instructions they could obtain
a real and reliable result. Then, the idea is to try to face language needs in a communicative
situation where patients and lab assistants interact.
This will be approached by focusing our attention on those aspects ESP material will
be designed understanding and perceiving the immediate needs and feelings of many patients
and lab assistants. With this material we want people to develop communicative competence
in these situations. We are aware that working with lives is a social responsibility to offer a
diagnostic support reliable. This also involves the patient’s safety and the patient’s life.
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We think that a basic communicative competence with people of other countries is
important because lab assistants have the opportunity to help people. Also, the social
responsibility of an English teacher in a specific societal field like health is supremely
significant because he or she can give them useful tools for developing communicative
competence in a real context.
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I.

LITERATURE REVIEW

We present the main concepts that belong to our main question: How can a material for ESP
be designed in order to solve communication breakdowns experienced in an intercultural
communication between lab assistants and patients of other countries? There are three
constructs concerning the question of this project. The first construct is intercultural
communication which allows people to have a contact and understand the process of
communication with another culture; second the significant aspects of ESP (English for
Specific Purposes) because this aspect develops their communicative competence in a specific
area taking into account the learners needs, and finally the important aspects at the moment of
designing material which uses survival English. This is the one to create useful material to
supply the communicative needs.
In order to clarify those constructs, we will present the theorical framework that was used
in this research supported by different authors who will provide the main tools to elaborate
material that attempts to develop intercultural competence, to fill the possible communicative
gaps in communication breakdowns. The first construct that needs to be explained for the
purpose of understanding this research is concerned with intercultural communication.
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1. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Interculturality is conceived by us as a process where different cultures interact between
with each other. In this part we will refer to how people need to involve recognition and
comprehension of other cultures, increasing the capacity of communication and opening their
minds to other perspectives; social and cultural interchanges.
During the investigation, it was also commonly found that intercultural
communication is the meeting between people of different national cultures. Taking into
account that, it is important to remember the root of this word; the prefix “Inter” implies a
wish to “go toward”. In our project this meaning is highly important because the people need
through their process of communication to understand that other cultures are different and this
implies the interaction with them to include and recognize them. During this process, people
want to express their ideas openly and clearly, using language as a way to understand others
and interchanging information, tolerating their ideas and building an environment where
everyone can be accepted.
Another author thinks that Interculturality represents more than an interaction between
different cultures, represent a negotiation. In other words, it is the ability to face an attitude,
an action and expectation of people of other cultures in a flexible and appropriate way. For
instance Poole (2003) who is cited by Garcia & Escarbajal (2007, p.91) defines this concept
saying that: “interculturality should be understood as the ability to recognize, harmonize and
negotiate innumerable forms of differences that exist in society”. We can perceive that this
term “interculturality” gives an idea about how to get more easily an interaction with another
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culture and that will be very important when people confront a similar situation with people
of other countries.
When people are able to understand others, they are able to handle different
intercultural situations in a society having the chance to establish a communicative process
where people recognize and accept other human beings with the same necessity of interaction.
This way, they get the opportunity for developing their cognitive and affective abilities
effectively, generating new knowledge about other cultures through interaction and
negotiation in different contexts.
A similar definition is found in Antón (1995) and Aranguren & Sáez (1998) cited by
Garcia & Escarbajal (2007, p.90) who conceive “interculturality as the group of politic,
social, legal and educative process generated by the interaction between cultures, in a relation
with reciprocal interchanges, provoked by the presence in the same territory of human groups
with origin and different histories”. This definition confirms that people could learn
exchanging experiences with the intercultural participants during their communicative
process, acknowledging and understanding their differences.
In order to complement the topic of interculturality, we would like now to present
another term that derives from the above mentioned and that will enrich this research. We are
talking about intercultural communicative competence.
According to Aguado (2003) cited by Garcia & Escarbajal (2007, p.160)) intercultural
communicative competence is “the cognitive, affective and practices abilities necessary for
developing efficiently in an intercultural context”. From this reflection has born the necessity
to know when and how people obtain these abilities to improve their capacity to relate with
other cultures to achieve an effective communication. This definition allows to know what
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aspects are relevant for obtaining efficient communicative process depending on the context.
It is necessary to know the different aspects of a person from another culture as: life style,
interests, necessities of communication, etc. that could be used through the communication in
order to establish general guidelines and finally build an effective communication. Finally,
based on our own previous experiences as English speakers it is relevant to recognize why
cognitive, affective and behavioral aspects are fundamental in an interaction with people of
other countries is to learn how to negotiate with another culture.
Furthermore, Intercultural communication competence is defined by Neuliep
(2006) as the level to which you effectively adapt your verbal and non-verbal messages to the
appropriate cultural context. For instance, when you want to make a process of
communication with people from a different culture, in order to be interculturality competent
you will have to adjust and modify the kinds of verbal and nonverbal messages you send. This
requires that you have some information about the person with whom you are communicating,
that you are motivated to communicate with him or her, and that you have the appropriate
verbal and nonverbal skills in order to encode and decode messages.
Other authors, Chen & Starosta (1996) cited by Malik & Herraz (2005, p.207) also
says: “Intercultural communicative competence is the capacity to negotiate cultural meanings
and carry out appropriate and effective behaviors of communication considering manifold
identities of the participants in a specific environment”. In other words, depending on the
context people know how to act, it is the process to adapt cultural beliefs to achieve an
appropriate communication with people of other countries. Then, intercultural communicative
competence helps understand people of other countries on the whole, becoming conscious of
what people need in a specific context, giving the mutual opportunity of accepting and
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knowing more from each one, working hardly together as a team in order to create the
appropriate environment to establish a communication.
After reviewing different theories about intercultural communication competence, we
found two authors who coincide with the main ideas that will help us at the moment to
support our research project. They are Spitzberg (1997) and Chen & Starosta (1996) cited by
Malik & Herraz (2005) who had affirmed that communication include a cognitive, affective,
and behavioral aspects and they had explained like this: the affective dimension refers to a
process which allows receiving positive emotional answer before, during and after
intercultural interaction. Cognitive dimension refers to the identification of communicative
differences depending on the culture, that is to say intercultural awareness and behavioral
dimension refers to a social skill related to the ability to adapt behavior depending on the
context and situation, use information in an appropriate way, verbal abilities, nonverbal
abilities and interaction.
Then, according to Spitzberg (1997) and Chen & Starosta (1996) when people have
contact with people from different cultures they have to develop these competences at the
moment of interaction. During the communicative process people want to receive a positive
answer when they try to communicate their ideas and the most important they want to feel
that someone is interested about their intentions and necessities.
Reinforcing the above mentioned, Meyer (1991) cited by Oliveras (2000, p.38) defines
intercultural competence like “a wide competence of speaker of a foreign language for getting
the ability to act in an appropriate way and flexible at the moment to face actions, attitudes
and expectative of people of other cultures” it is essential to understand the importance of the
intercultural competence when, people try to communicate themselves in front of a member
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from a different culture. People could be open, showing a nice attitude and permitting them to
express whatever they want to, this can build a bridge between their differences to gain
understanding of their actions, attitudes and expectations and at the same time eliminating
barriers that can affect seriously the feelings of others.
Finally, Soderberg (1995) cited by Oliveras (2000) presents the following
characteristic about intercultural competence. According to him intercultural competence
should have components such as: effective, appropriate, affective, cognitive and
communicative. The effective component refers to a person who will be able to
communicate with a speaker from other cultural luggage and the message will be received and
interpreted according to his intentions. The appropriate component refers to recognize the
use of messages according to a specific situation and in a real context, giving suitable
responses also, taking into account the accepted behavior according to the culture. That means
that the manners should be according to the implicit and explicit rules in a specific situation in
a real context. The affective component refers to empathy, curiosity, tolerance, flexibility in
front of ambiguous situations. The cognitive component refers to a general comprehension
about cultural differences, knowledge about specific cultures, reflection about some
differences, stereotypes and prejudice and the communicative component includes the
ability to understand and express verbal signs.
As we mentioned previously, all these components are significant at the moment of
communication in an intercultural interaction. Each of them gives a positive contribution
when that communication wants to accomplish a specific objective.
In summary, all the time people need to interact with other human beings, with other
cultures for understanding what their thoughts are, what their needs are and what their
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behaviors are. Then, intercultural communication occurs at the moment to interact with
people from other culture. For us people of other countries are strangers, because we ignore
all their background so that people are unknown and also they belong to other cultural group.
Taking into account that, when people get the ability to understand and communicate
ideas, thoughts, and points of view in different contexts and in an appropriate way, they get an
effective communication process, they achieve an intercultural communication. Then, we can
affirm that people understand, recognize and adapt their communicative abilities depending
on the context and the culture that they need to face.
As it was mentioned before, in order to explain the first construct of our project we
conclude that is common the situation where people interact with someone from a different
culture and they face a lot of uncertainty because, commonly during communicative process
people from different culture they ignore many things from the others like: culture, values,
habits, or behavior aspects. It is when the communication breakdowns could appear because
people do not know what to say or do in this situation. This moment is described by Neuliep
(2006, p.28) who says: “We may not know what to say or do in such circumstances. This
uncertainty about the other person may make us feel nervous and anxious”. This feeling
describes exactly the problem during the interaction because when an interlocutor does not
know how to communicate his needs, he does not know how to behave in front of people
from other cultures because he does not know how to express different ideas that he has or
simply keep silent avoiding to make a mistake and hinder the communicative process.
At present, communication is everywhere, every day and all the time people need to
communicate different feelings, thoughts and wishes in different contexts. We considered that
through communication people can start, maintain, and conclude their relationship with others
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and the communication is not only about linguistic aspects. The problem is presented when
people can not carry out an effective communication process for some barriers. After
understanding some situation that people faces at the moment to try to communicate a specific
feeling to people of other countries, we considered relevant to mention communication
barriers, a concept that derives from the intercultural communicative process.

1.1 Communication Barriers

According to Álvarez, Ballesteros, Beltrán & Pérez (2005, p.189) “Communication Barriers
are “problems” or “obstacles” that emerge, before, during and/or after, of a communication
between two or more people”. It is relevant during our project to mention those obstacles that
can affect the communicative process impeding to carry out an appropriate communication.
As we mentioned before, during the communication process is normal to find some
problems, we focused on interpersonal barriers which are presented as a consequence of
intercultural differences in verbal communication as well as non verbal communication.
Currently it is evident the need to interact with people of other countries because many
times we are forced to share with them in a specific situation. The majority of the times
people have problems to understand or interpret what somebody says because the message
has an appropriate linguistic structure, but each person interprets the meaning in a different
way depending on their culture. That is the moment where the interpersonal barrier is
presented.
People need to create awareness that it is not easy to know all non verbal
communication of other cultures. For that reason, it is important that step by step people learn
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which are the gestures, body language, facial expression, voice to other cultures to overcome
this barrier. Then, it is relevant to mention the concept of intercultural awareness as the first
step to intercultural effectiveness. “Intercultural awareness is defined as the ability of
interlocutors to acknowledge and understand the diversity between their schemata (patterns of
thinking, behaviors, beliefs, assumptions, etc.) and the schemata of the other interlocutors”
(Porto, 2000; Byram, 2000; Cortazzy & Jin, 1999; Brislin, 1993; Damen, 1987). In other
words intercultural awareness implies an open attitude toward one’s own culture and towards
the culture of others, this concept includes understand the human behaviors and differences in
cultural patterns.
After having seen the different points of view of interculturality and intercultural
communication competence, we considered, that as a next step it is relevant to focus on
communicative competence because our research project want to get an overview of
communicative process at the moment to interact with people of other countries.

2. COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

Nowadays it is evident the need to related with people of other countries, for that it is
important that people have the ability to communicate in an effective way, when they want or
when they need depending on the context. Different authors affirm that communicative
competence is the ability to communicate something efficiently. This process could be
carried out in different contexts but not always with the same participants or in the same
situations. Then, it is relevant to understand what communication is; according to Savignon
(1997, p.14) “Communication is a continuous process of expression, interpretation and
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negotiation of meaning”. In other words, it is relevant to understand that communication
process is when people interchange information, thoughts, feelings and behaviors for
obtaining social interaction. At the moment to transmit a message, the purpose is, that other
people understand what they want to say or what they want to express. When this process is
possible, we can affirm that people had made a good interpretation of meaning.
According to Gumperz and Hymes (1972) cited by Oliveras (2000, p.20)
“Communicative competence is what a speaker needs to know to communicate in an effective
way in meaningful cultures contexts”. Thus, if a speaker is sensitive of the context and the
people involve in there, he could establish a successful communication that means, the
speaker can understand the differences and see them as an opportunity to interact with people
from other culture, this shows that this speaker is ready to create a respectful relationship
without seeing the differences as an obstacle and finally he could find interesting to
communicate with people of other countries.
When people face communication breakdowns situations with people of other
countries they need to improve their communicative competence because this allows them to
understand what the needs are at the moment of speaking and this process could give some
tools for obtaining an effective communication. This term not only refers to the ability to
incorporate grammatical concepts. Communicative competence also refers to how to
communicate effectively in a specific context depending on the speaker needs.
In this sense Savignon (1997, pp.14-15) affirms:
1. “Communicative competence is a dynamic rather than a static concept. It depends on
the negotiation of meaning between two or more people who share to some degree the
same symbolic system.
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2. Communicative competence applies to both written and spoken language, as well as to
many other symbolic systems.
3. Communicative competence is context specific. Communication takes place in an
infinitive variety of situations, and success in a particular role depends on one’s
understanding of the context and on prior experience of a similar kind. Success
requires making appropriate choices of register and style in terms of the situation and
the other participants.
4. Communicative competence is relative, not absolute, and depends on the cooperation
of all the participants. It makes sense, then, to speak of degrees of communicative
competence”.
The description before shows what the concept about communicative competence is and
how it will be useful in the relation between people of other countries and people who have
communication breakdowns, because this competence makes people be conscious of the
speaker necessities and own necessities during the communication process. Participants are
expecting an appropriate behavior in order to gain a mutual benefit through the
communication. All the time people need to communicate and it is clear that communication
is not passive, communication should be active. Always the process of communication is in
continuous movement but this depends on the participants because each person has different
points of view.
From our point of view and considering the above, when people get the ability to
interchange ideas and infer what other person wants to convey, it is the moment when we say
that communicative competence is showed since these people are able to negotiate different
meanings and become an effective speakers in different contexts.
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Then, communicative competence is the ability to communicate ideas, thoughts, and
points of view in different contexts but the most important is to achieve the effectiveness in
the communication at the moment to interact with others.
Also, in the process of reflection that our research project implies, emerged an important
topic: models of communicative competence that needs to be mentioned for the purpose of
understanding how these models support the interculturality concept.
Our experience as English speakers has shown that it is important to know some models of
communicative competence for understanding some relevant aspects that could provide useful
tools at the moment to understand more the communicative competence between people. It is
through the communication process that each participant takes into account the context in
such a way that he can be aware of the necessities or expectative of others. If a speaker can
express in front of other people knowing the culture and using the correspondent set of rules,
he probably could be prepared to establish an interesting relationship with people of other
countries who could sharing different points of view.

2.1 Models of communicative competence

In this section, we intent to explore the basis on which different authors develop their theories
of communicative competence and how some authors like Hymes (1972) and Bachman
(1990) underline that communicative competence has needed of a real interaction among
learners using useful and contextualized language. In our project these aspects together with
the interculturality concept, could develop the communicative competence among learners.
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During the investigation, we found that through the time different representatives have
showed their theories about communicative competence. At the beginning Hymes (1972)
based on communication in social interaction, after Canale and Swain (1980) include
sociocultural components in a real context and communication strategies and Bachman (1990)
who explains a new concept: linguistic communicative ability, that is to say how you can use
in a context this communicative competence.
Regarding the different models of communication we considered that the initial author to be
mentioned is Dell Hymes (1972) who presents the next idea about communicative
competence.

2.1.1. Hyme’s model of communicative competence
According to Hymes the acquisition of communicative competence purports for the speaker to
have the ability not only to speak, but rather he can communicate. Through the
communication process people can cause confusion because of the inappropriate terms or
behavior, in these moments is exactly where communicative competence is important because
people want to receive a good treatment.
Incorporating the aspects that Hymes present in his theory we can say that speak a
language is no the only step to gain to communicate with someone, because in
communication words are not always necessary to express our ideas. It is possible to establish
a relationship through the body language, gestures, manners, etc. so, it is important to acquire
knowledge of the people that I want to speak or communicate depending on the social
context, language and culture.
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Furthermore, this theory allows the participants to interact with the sociolinguistic
rules in a specific context. Currently, it is common that some misunderstanding occurs in the
real context mainly, in intercultural communication process because the rules are different
depending on the social context. Taking into account that, we conclude that here is when the
necessity to a sociolinguistic adaptation emerges.
According to Hymes (1971, p.279) “proposal that the acquisition of competence for
use, indeed, can be stated in the same terms as achievement of competence for grammar is not
so valid”. Hymes was in opposition to Chomsky’s view to the idea speaker-listener. Hymes
focused his theory on social interaction. Within this theory he explains that a community
behaves and interprets other behaviors according to the knowledge of the communicative
system and the grammar will not be the main factor to affect communicative competence.
In our research project we used a strategy, this consists on recognize some important
characteristics for understanding the weakness and strengths in front of the communicative
competence concept. For instance, we understand that grammatical aspects will be only one
factor which affects this competence; we conclude that communicative competence is more
than grammar matters about the uses of the languages according to the necessities of their
speakers.
When a language is used in a culture, people develop a specific way to employ the
words, adapting little by little the language to their necessities and finally those words acquire
a social meaning as the author said before, if a speaker can learn or at least know them he has
a valuable tool to communicate. Thus, this can make the communication more natural
permitting during the communication process to express ideas using words according to the
context.
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On the other hand, we want to present Canale and Swain’s (1980) model of
communicative competence that includes socio-cultural rules of use in the sociolinguistics
component to highlight the importance of context. For us, this context is supremely important
in our project at the moment to start a communicative process with people of other countries
because there is when people could have the opportunity to understand what the intercultural
differences are.

2.1.2. Canale and Swain’s model of communicative competence
In order to achieve a clear summary about communicative competence, we describe the
following theory about Canale and Swain (1980) establishing four components of
communicative competence. First, grammatical competence refers to formal correction;
second, discursive competence refers to cohesion and coherence; third, sociolinguistic
competence refers to adaptation and finally strategic competence refers to different
mechanisms to make sure communication flows and sometimes could be possible and more
effective.

According to Canale & Swain’s (1980, p. 27) “version of communicative

competence, it composes minimally of grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence,
and communication strategies (strategies competence)” They distinguish between
communicative competence that is to say the abilities required for communication and
communicative performance, in other words when people can carry out these knowledge and
abilities in different conditions.
Finally, in the process of deepening on different theories of communicative
competence for our research project, we found Bachman (1990) who also wrote about this
topic. This model recognizes the importance of the context because the idea is to use the
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language in an appropriate way. Having an overview of what process to be taken into account
in the intercultural communication will be presented in the following section how competence
of the language can improve if people have sociocultural knowledge.

2.1.3. Bachman’s model of communicative competence
The discussion about the theoretical framework of communicative competence is mainly
based on the recent version from Bachman (1990). Bachman incorporates a new term,
communicative linguistic ability. This ability is compound of knowledge or competence and
the capacity for carrying out this competence in an appropriate and contextualizes use of
language.
Based on our research about models of communicative competence, we make a
summary about Bachman (1987) who contributes to develop the concept of communicative
competence taking into account two areas in the language competence. They are
organizational competence compound by grammatical and textual competence and pragmatic
competence compound by illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence. We know that a brief
explanation about those areas it is necessary for understanding how this theory can help us in
the project developing.
First, grammatical aspects are important at the moment to acquire a new language but
this is not enough. Also, it is important to join knowledge with good pronunciation, taking
into account: cohesion and coherence at the moment of transmitting an idea. We considered
important to present a differentiation between grammatical competence and textual
competence that Bachman (1990) made. Grammatical competence refers to the
competencies involved in language usage and the textual competence, refers to knowledge of
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joining utterances together, to form a unit of language by applying rules of cohesion and
rhetorical organization.
The second area that we want to explain is pragmatic competence compound by
illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence. Illocutionary refers to the intention of the
speaker but without the competence to interpret the illocutionary force in a specific way that
is to say that the listener could have various interpretations. And sociolinguistic competence
could enable us to perform functions in an appropriate way.
Then, according to this author having the competence means that people are able to
apply the knowledge of grammatical rules and the cultural models in a specific context to get
particular communicative goals in an appropriate and effective way.
In conclusion, communicative competence accompanied by interculturality gradually
enhanced its purpose and finally people can recognize the message that the speaker tries to
explain in a specific context. We think that it is important to take into account that people
have to be aware of the context given, the main points to establish the way of communication,
and show how they adapt themselves in order to construct a way to develop the necessary
abilities to obtain as result, an effective interaction with the rest of the human beings.
At the same time, communicative competence is related with the interculturality since
together they remain in a dynamic process, because through communication that always is in
movement, the participants are constantly trying to recognize the different meanings
developing a valuable tool to comprehend other’s opinions, in different contexts, having the
opportunity to establish communication with others.
The topics above evidence that people need to make different process of
communication at the moment to interact with other cultures, but those aspects are not enough
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to get our purpose in this project. For that as a next step, we think that it is relevant to focus
on English for Specific Purposes (ESP), this topic is supposed to help people to improve an
aspect of the English language depending on what people of ESP want according to their job
and their needs and taking into that our project has an intercultural context.

3. ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES (ESP)
Currently people need to improve their English because they want to develop communicative
competence in a specific context. ESP allows them to learn specific English depending on
their needs. This English has a specific purpose, therefore should be having some
characteristics that give tools for obtaining an effective communicative process in social and
everyday situations.
In the process of reflection that intercultural communicative competence and English
for Specific Purposes imply, we understand that in our project all the constructs are very
important because at the moment to interact with people of other countries, people need to
learn to understand and communicate ideas, thoughts and points of view for getting an
effective communication process. For that, when people have the opportunity to interact with
the English in a specific way, with a specific purpose they could improve their
communicative process getting useful knowledge in a real context through the real
interaction.
According to Mackay & Mountford (1978) cited by Romo (2006, p. 2) they defined
ESP as teaching of English for a “clearly utilitarian purpose”. The purpose they refer is
defined by the needs of the learners, which could be academic, occupational, or scientific.
According to this concept at the moment to know which the needs are, it is possible to
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determine what aspects of ESP could be taught and learned. “They focused on adults because
adults are usually highly conscious of the reasons to attain English proficiency in a
determined field of specialization, and because adults make real use of special language in the
special setting the work. They stated that those participants are usually adults”.
In our opinion, through ESP approach people have the opportunity to focus on what
they are really interested, they can define their necessities and they can make of English
language an useful tool to develop in their field of interest. During our investigation the ESP
approach could permit to those people who have a specific need use the language in a real
context developing their intercultural communicative competence.
Another author Kennedy & Bolitho (1984) show in their book types of ESP
(occupational, academic, and scientific and technological purposes). After reviewing this
proposal, we can conclude that when people want to employ English as a tool to gain a
specific knowledge, they can get through ESP approach the exact focus that they are looking
for. This possibility helps people to develop in their own field giving the opportunity to have
a deep knowledge of their specific subject.
In addition, we mention the following authors in order to take different opinions about ESP
approach.
Hutchinson & Waters (1987, p. 18) define: “ESP is not a matter of teaching specialized
varieties of English. The fact that language is used for a specific purpose does not imply that
it is a special form of the language, different in kind from other forms”. Also, “ESP is not
different in kind from any other form of language teaching and efficient learning. Though the
content of learning may vary there is no reason to suppose that the processes of learning
should be any different for de ESP learner that for the General English learner”.Then, ESP is
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seen as a tool that wants to cover the specific needs of the English learners who want to use
the language in a specific context. This approach is not a special way to learn English since
the process of learning is the same.
After a deep investigation and conceptualization, we considered necessary to explain
that it is relevant to clarify the objective of ESP approach in order to identify its importance in
our project, “ESP must be seen as an approach not as a product. ESP is nor a particular kind
of language or methodology, nor does it consist of a particular type of teaching material.
Understood properly, it is an approach to language learning, which is based on learner needs”.
Hutchinson and Waters (1987, p.19). Here, the author mentions that the real purpose of ESP
approach is to give the learner the tools that he needs when he is looking for using English in
a specific subject, achieving this learner could become more competent in his field of interest.
Next, we will mention some important characteristics that clarify even more what ESP means.

3.1 Absolute and variable characteristics of ESP
“Strevens (1998, pp.1-2) definition makes a distinction between four absolute and two
variable characteristics:
I. Absolute characteristics:
ESP consists of English language teaching which is:
•

designed to meet specified needs of the learner;

•

related in content(i.e. in its themes and topics) to particular disciplines, occupations
and activities;
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•

centred on the language appropriate to those activities in syntax, lexis, discourse,
semantics, etc., and analysis of this discourse;

•

in contrast with General English.

II. Variable characteristics:
ESP may be, but it not necessarily:
•

restricted as to the language skills to be learned (e.g. reading only);

•

Not taught according to any pre-ordained methodology.

Anthony (1997) notes that there has been considerable recent debate about what ESP means
despite of the fact it is an approach which has been widely used over the last three decades. At
a 1997 Japan Conference on ESP, Dudley-Evans (1998, pp. 4-5) offered a modified
definition. The revised definition he and St. John postulate is as follows:

I. Absolute Characteristics

* ESP is defined to meet specific needs of the learners.
* ESP makes use of underlying methodology and activities of the discipline it serves.
* ESP is centred on the language (grammar, lexis, register), skills, discourse and genres
appropriate to these activities.

II. Variable Characteristics
* ESP may be related to or designed for specific disciplines;
* ESP may use, in specific teaching situations, a different methodology from that of General
English;
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* ESP is likely to be designed for adult learners, either at a tertiary level institution or in a
professional work situation. It could, however, be for learners at secondary school level;
* ESP is generally designed for intermediate or advanced students;
* Most ESP courses assume some basic knowledge of the language systems, but it can be
used with beginners”.

Dudley-Evans and St. John (1998, p. 4)) have removed the absolute characteristic that ESP is
in contrast with General English and added move variable characteristics. They assert that
ESP is not necessarily related to a specific discipline. Furthermore, “ESP is likely to be used
with adult learners although it could be used with young adults in a secondary school setting”.

Currently people always think that need to improve their English because they want to
develop communicative competence in the context that they work. For that reason people
need to learn ESP because they want and need to get the ability to communicate effectively
with people of other countries in a specific topic. ESP allows them learn specific English
depending on their needs. ESP is based on the interests and requirements of the learners and
achieves a specific purpose that can help people in their communicative process. We think
that people who can learn more about their specific field can feel more prepared to manage
their diary routine at work because they use the English in a real context obtaining from them,
a significant tool in their jobs.
Another term that derives from English for Specific Purposes is the concept of role of
the ESP teacher, who in our project, is in charge to design material to develop communicative
competence in a specific group of people taking into account their needs and wishes in an
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intercultural context. For these reasons, it is relevant to present the characteristics about the
role of ESP teacher.

3.2 Role of the ESP teacher
According to Winston Churchill, who said “Give us the tools and we will finish the job”
Taking into account his thought, the role of the teacher is as a guide, as a person who has
English tools for teaching in different ways, as a person who learns and knows who transmits
knowledge’s to people. The teacher is a person who helps students and identifies their
language learning problems and tries to find out solutions to facilitate them, the learning
process and make them recognize by themselves their weakness and strengths.
Other authors who explain the role of the ESP teacher is Hutchinson & Waters (1987,
p. 163) they said that “ESP teachers do not need to learn specialist subject knowledge. They
require three things only:
*A positive attitude towards the ESP contents;
* a knowledge of the fundamental principles of the subject area;
* an awareness of how much they probably already know”.
This implies that a teacher will be a guide to obtain an appropriate communicative process
and people need to understand, that a teacher is not a person who has the absolute knowledge
but it is necessary recognize that the teacher is a person prepared for teaching some concepts
depending on the learners needs.
Furthermore Hutchinson & Waters (1987, p.165) said: “In contrast to the General
English teacher, the ESP teacher is faced by a group of learners with certain expectation as to
the nature, content and achievements of the course”. We wrap up that ESP teacher should
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teach English not as a subject or a mechanical skill. English should be presented in authentic
context where learners have the opportunity to use in functions that they will need to perform
depending on their necessity.
As a next step, it is important to focus on the role of the student, in our case lab
assistants know, what they need for the material design in order to solve communication
breakdowns in an intercultural communication.

3.3 Role of the ESP student
According to Lorenzo Fiorito (2005) learners in ESP classes are generally aware of the
purposes for which they will need to use English. Having already oriented their education
toward a specific field, they see their English training as a complementing this orientation.
Interest for learning is presented by ESP student. For that reason, it is particularly well
disposed to focus on meaning in the subject-matter field. It is important to know that adults
must work harder than children to learn a new language, but the learning strategies they bring
to the task enable them to learn faster and more efficiently.
Based on our own previous experiences as English speakers, we understand that
people learn languages when they have opportunities to understand and work with a new
language, in a context that they comprehend and find interesting.
In summary, English for Specific Purposes can be used to develop in a specific group.
First, if the student wants, second if the teacher finds the learners needs and finally if both of
them recognize that will be useful at the moment to establish an interaction with people of
other culture. Likewise, it is vital that the material used achieve to supply the needs in an
appropriate way, giving the opportunity to interact with other cultures around the world and
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accepting the diversity as human beings, for that, the next chapter is the last construct of our
project and it is dedicated to material design.

4. MATERIAL DESIGN
As one of our objectives is to elaborate ESP material that attempts to develop intercultural
competence to fill the communicative gaps in communication breakdowns, it is important for
us to know, describe and recognize what aspects will be useful at the moment of designing
material and could get profitable material that helps people.
Tomlinson (1998, p. 2) gives us a concept of materials. “The term is used to refer to
anything which is used by teachers or learners to facilitate the learning of a language.
Materials could obviously be cassettes, videos, CD-ROMs, dictionaries, grammar books,
readers, workbooks or photocopied exercises. They could also be newspapers, photographs,
and live talks by invited native speakers, instructions given by a teacher, tasks written on
cards or discussions between learners”. In other words, they can be anything which is
deliberately used to increase the learner’s knowledge and/or experience of the language.
These kinds of material are a good option to learn because they are focused on a specific topic
and in a real context.
In the same way Kitao & Doshisha (1997, p. 2) said that: “materials include textbooks, video
and audio tapes, computer software, and visual aids” exist different useful material and we
have the option to choose according to our intentions or necessities.
In the case of our ESP material we want to create materials according to the learners’
needs and the idea is that these materials help them in an intercultural communication process
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in a real context. Material should evidence in an easy way some expressions that they do not
know in this moment, but they need to carry out an appropriate interaction with other cultures.
According to Hutchinson & Waters (1987, p. 106) “ESP materials may also be written
for non-educational reasons: for example: in order to enhance the reputation of an institution
or an individual. Materials are a visible product of activity, regardless of whether such activity
is useful or even necessary”. These two authors identify some principles, which will guide us
in the material design. It is relevant to be sure that the material stimulus to learn, therefore,
this material has to be clear and coherent and will guide teachers and learners through various
activities. Also, material should be original because learners need to use new material that
contributes and fill their heads with new and fresh ideas.
The material is very important in all learning process because it allows to help and
incorporate the knowledge in an easy way. Also, if the material is attractive and interesting,
the learners could accept it with pleasure. For that, it is significant to present different authors
who explain some characteristics regarding materials.
For example when a person designs material, he should take into account some
characteristics like Tomlinson (1998, pp. 5- 22) presents:
Nowadays, teaching matters are expecting something fresh to develop different skills.
For this reason, it is important to take into account different aspects to make a material and be
aware about the necessities of each learner. The author mentioned that “material should
achieve impact and have a noticeable effect on the learners that is when the learner’s
curiosity, interest and attention are attracted through attractive presentation and appealing
content”. The material should help learners to feel at ease when people want to learn
something likes to have a simple tool that can give them a good service, according to Dulay,
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Burt & Krashen (1982) cited by Tomlinson (1998). We think that they feel better if the text
and illustrations are related with their context, with their own social life. Each person has
different preferences but the most important is to know his necessities to create an appropriate
material that can fill all his expectations.
Another important aspect is to create materials that should help learners to develop
confidence. In favor of achieving this, the idea that we have is to try to help the learners to
feel successful by asking them to use simple language. Also, material should provide the
learners with opportunities to use the target language to achieve communicative purposes.
To complement this chapter, we want to present another opinion by Khosrow-Pour
(2006, p. 473) who explains two factors that we have to take into account in material design
“Design factors refer to the appropriate attractiveness and the quality of the material. A good
design helps learners to construct knowledge. In terms of attractiveness, the material should
be attractive to capture learner’s attention. In terms of quality, the material must supply the
necessities and interests of the students”. In the same way, Rutherford & Sharwood (1988)
cited by Tomlinson (1998, p.11) assert that the role of teaching materials is to aid the learner
to make efficient use of the resources in order to facilitate self-discovery.
In conclusion, the design material is very important if we want to create in people the
wish to have an interaction with people of other countries at the moment to face a
communication problem. Our project could have the same characteristics that the authors
mentioned before, except the pedagogical point because this project will be carried out in a
real communicative situation as a response of the necessity to interact with people of other
countries. However, we think that the material should be designed taking into account the
different factors proposed, that is to say, should include quality of information and should be
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done according to the people needs. Material should be an authentic resource that helps to
engage people in a real context, should achieve impact and the presentation focused on
English for Specific Purposes should allow them to supply their communicative needs.
There are also some studies that can illustrate the worry for the research developed
here around the world. A student from the Department of Linguistics and English Language
at Brigham University wanted to design and implement an ESP course to help housekeepers
improve their language skills (communicative competence and specific English language
competence) in preparation to apply and participate in a Certified Nursing Assistant in that
University, Romo (2006). This project wanted to bring opportunities for these housekeepers.
This research is related to our project because it is focused on two main concepts ESP
(English for Specific Purposes) and communicative competence and also was developed in a
nursing environment in order to improve the relationships with people of other countries. In
both project ESP is focused on the necessities of the learner in order to center the course and
the material in specific requirements according to their jobs, the communicative competence
component shows the use of the language in concrete situations where people from different
nationalities have to interact with native people. Both projects want to cover the linguistics
needs, material design and English for Specific Purposes ESP in the nursing field and want to
overcome real problems and satisfy all the real needs of the two participants: learners and
customers.
The researcher concluded that the curriculum developed, improve the language skills
of the housekeepers increasing their confidence to use English orally and writing in a specific
field.
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Like our research the researcher considered how needs analysis contribute to know
what type of language ESP learners will need to learn to become proficient in their jobs. All
these practices of analyzing their needs can help to determine their own strengths and
weakness permitting clarify even more the course objectives, the material design and
determine the methodology and teaching procedures. Through this analysis the researcher can
know what type of language they manage and which one they lack.
On the other hand the students from the St. Catherine University did a research about
health-care communication in the United States. This research was conducted by Mohammad
(2007). Through needs analysis they found out different important aspects and the major
difficulty that they identified was the communication area between colleagues and patients in
a nursing setting.
In both projects the concept of communication represents a crucial matter, through the
interaction people can get confused when they do not have the appropriate tools to hold a
simple conversation with people of other countries.
In our research this situation of communication breakdowns are presented just with
patients of different nationalities. The lab staff is integrated by Spanish speakers.
Taking into account the cultural differences the learners can be aware of some aspects as eye
contact, facial expressions, gesturing, volume, tone and touching. All these aspects are very
important in both projects because the communication has to be effective when the job is to
assist people from another culture.
As conclusion the researchers mentioned that through this project now they are aware
of the US culture, which has been useful to establish communication with patients.
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The next article has been taken from the Asian ESP Journal that mentions a research
about designing an ESP course for Chinese University Students of Business. The last two
projects were focused on ESP in health matters this one presented now is centred in ESP but
in business, this article is an effort to supply a guided approach to ESP course design for
Chinese senior business students at tertiary level Gao (2007). The key words of this project
were: ESP, course design and needs analysis where we can find coincidence with our project.
These two projects are looking for supplying the necessities of the learners, putting
aside all the frustration that someone can feel, when in his profession is not able to use the
English as a main tool because the language can not cover all the specific exigencies at his
workplace. During the development of the course they used questionnaires to check the
attitudes and know what the learners wanted to learn in this Business English course.
The conclusions of this study were: ESP course design should start analyzing needs of
the learners. The design of the course has to take into account important points as their future
language use, goals and objectives of the course, specific grammatical functions and the
abilities required for future workplace communication.
Next, we will mention a proposal related to the intercultural communication. A teacher
from
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Abreu

de

Las

Villas»

University

Santa Clara, in Cuba, Rodriguez (2003) wanted to create a proposal in order to improve the
intercultural communication in some private companies and institutions.
The main objective gives the opportunity to some executives and personnel to develop their
skills of intercultural communication to be able to face the commercial, social and political
relations with efficiency.
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One of the main concepts in our research is the intercultural communication where a
private company in this case a clinic wants to give a proper attention to people from different
cultures. A common point between these two researches is to demonstrate how important is
the relationship between people in the labour environment, these relationships of cooperation
between cultures contributes to develop some skills in the intercultural communication being
a big benefit for workers and customers.
Furthermore, they presented the following conclusions: Nowadays, communications
and relationships are vital in each aspect of life. Companies have the necessity of getting in
touch with people from different cultures and the employer’s abilities are under proof in these
situations where communication is necessary. As a final conclusion, they point out that it is
important to teach people who work in companies that in order to improve the quality of the
service in an intercultural community.
This last research that we want to mention here, it was done by students of La Salle
University. In the course of this research, the teachers wanted to design a material for students
from the CUN for their specific careers and also could be used by themselves. The material
that they wanted to design was mainly focused on the development of the autonomy in ESP
learners, Anteliz, A. et al. (2009). During their experience in the practicum at CUN they could
identify the needs of the students by means of population analysis, observations and some
theory support. They could list the following necessities: vocabulary apprehension, easy
comprehension when reading, writing, listening and speaking in their work areas. The
recognition of the students’ needs helped to the material design since brought an adequate
structure to cover all the needs.
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Some of the relevant concepts in this research were: ESP (English for Specific
Purposes) and material design. In our project ESP is presented as important point because
through ESP approach we can recognize the importance of English learning in a specific area.
Both researches used needs analysis in order to help learners to cover their specific
needs, including individual necessities when they present weakness in their knowledge and
consolidate their strengths aspects in the process of learning English.
At last, they concluded that students can develop autonomy when they can find the
English language as a meaningful tool in their professional development. To material design
and to incentive the students’ autonomous it is important to provoke language-oriented
activities and resources that build communicative skills. Through enjoyable activities
according to the level of English, students can be involved in their own process of learning.
ESP approach is an useful alternative developing this kind of projects, because it really can
help learners and teachers to use the English language in a specific area and that means an
opportunity to grow professionally.
Finally, the projects mentioned above have similar concepts and objectives. All of
them were developed through similar instruments as: interviews and questionnaires and also
those projects used a qualitative methodology which shows that during the study the
researchers had the opportunity to share the same space with learners knowing their needs,
expectations and interests. Through this kind of methodology the researchers could observe
their behaviours and understand the necessities that they have in their real lives.
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Furthermore, the importance of the needs analysis is clearly pertinent here because through it,
the researchers can be aware of what are the real necessities of the learners, knowing their
experiences, their cultural information, their expectations, and their attitude in front of their
specific and general needs.
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II. RESEARCH DESIGN
Since our research question: how can a material for ESP be designed in order to solve
communication breakdowns experiences in an intercultural communication between lab
assistants and patients of other countries? It is important to obtain some formulas at the
moment to design material, which could help people and improve their intercultural
competence in communication breakdowns, we chose qualitative methodology, because as
Merriam (1998, pp.3-5) says “qualitative research is an effort to understand situations in their
uniqueness as part of their particular context and their interactions there”.
When we kept in mind this idea, we understood that we have in our project a particular
context, a specific situation where people interact with people of other countries and people
who could help to gather the information that we need to carry out our project in a good way.
As a part of qualitative methodology we chose exactly participant observation
approach because this approach permits the researches be and to observe during the normal
activities the population who will be studied.
According to DeWalt & DeWalt (2002) cited by Bergman (2005, p.7) participant
observation is a “process enabling researchers to learn about the activities of the people under
study in the natural setting through observing and participating in those activities”.
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The participant observation approach allow to identify in our project the behaviors in
the communication matters of lab assistants and patients of Country Clinic in specific
situations using English as a tool to do their job. We can be near and involve in the same
space of them, since one of the researchers is fellow-employee of them.
Through this approach we will analyze different situations that give information for
recognizing their necessities. Also, it can show the difficult situations faced every day for
these workers and customers in a real context. This is supported by Schensul, Schensul and
LeCompte (1999) cited by Bergman (2005, p.91) who defines participant observation as “the
process of learning through exposure to or involvement in the day-to-day or routine activities
of participants in the researcher setting”.
Our research is related with the cultural field where there is an interaction between
different cultures with different languages. Thus, this could be supported by Bernard (1994)
cited by Bergman (2005) who explains some reasons for including participant observation in
cultural studies:
 It reduces the incident of "reactivity” or people acting in a certain way when they are
aware of being observed.
 It helps the researcher to develop questions that make sense in the native language or
are culturally relevant.
 It gives the researcher a better understanding of what is happening in the culture and
lends credence to one’s interpretation of the observation.
 Participant observation also enables the researcher to collect quantitative and
qualitative data through surveys and interviews.
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In this project we will interact with a permanent group of lab assistants and their activities as
well, this interaction permit to get closer enough to maintain a good relationship enabling to
observe and get information about their dairy routines. The lab assistants could act naturally
doing their job, while we will register different information. This is supported by Henning et
al. (2004) and Taylor (2001) “Qualitative research data is usually in the form of words,
images and descriptions, and language, verbal and non-verbal”.
In conclusion, through the qualitative research we had the chance to understand and
find the lab assistants needs at the moment to assist a patient of other country. In our case the
need was to create useful material that they could use to supply the basic communicative
needs in communication breakdowns. After reviewing, we chose three instruments:
questionnaires, interviews and narrative participant experience which were utilized in order to
gather data and to be able to support how a material for ESP can be designed in order to solve
communication breakdowns experienced in an intercultural communication between lab
assistants and patients of other countries.
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III. INSTRUMENTS OF DATA COLLECTION
Three kinds of techniques were adopted. Through them it was possible to gather adequate of
data to support interpretations from three different perspectives. These were: questionnaires,
interviews and narrative participant experience.

Questionnaires: This was the first instrument we used. According to Wilson and McLean
(1994) cited by Cohen et al. (2000, p.245) “The questionnaire is a widely used an useful
instrument for collecting survey information, providing structured, often numerical data,
being able to be administered without the presence of the researcher, and often being
comparatively straightforward to analyze”. We considered questionnaires useful in our project
because they provided answers to specific questions about: material, patients, situations and
language. Also, the participants felt more confidence when they expressed their feelings
because anybody knew their responses. This is supported by Cohen et al. (2000, p.269) who
said: “The advantage of the questionnaire tends to be more reliable because it is anonymous,
it encourages greater honesty…”
The first section aimed at exploring the needs and the main characteristics that
material should have for designing ESP material in order to solve communication breakdowns
between lab assistants and patients of other countries. In this part we used closed responses
because we wanted to obtain specific answers at the moment to respond the questions about
material. According to Brown (2001, p.35) “Closed responses are responses for which
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optional answers are presented as part of the question and the respondents are required to
select the answer of their choice”.
The second was related to the patients, about the specific interest and wishes that lab
assistants had in front patients of other countries, the impressions that they had about
intercultural problems and also we could recognize their perceptions and thoughts according
to what effective was the communication with patients of other countries. This is supported by
Brown (2001, p.33) when he said: “Attitudes questions are typically used to obtain data
about participants’ feelings, wishes, and attitudes toward the language being studied, toward
native speakers of the language and their culture”. There, participants were free to write their
feelings without pressures in two questions because the questions were opened.
The third part was linked with the situation; here we chose open responses because we
could obtain unexpected answers according to the communicative communication
breakdowns that lab assistant had experienced at the moment to assist a patient of other
country. This is supported by Brown (2001, p.36) who affirms: “Open responses require the
responses to create the answers in their own words” and “Open questions give the
respondents a great deal of flexibility in answering”. In our research lab assistants could write
their feelings, thoughts in their own words and we could obtain helpful information about
some expressions that they need to learn for improving their communicative competence in
front of people of other countries. At the same time, we include feelings questions. Brown
(2001, p.31) said “Feeling questions seek to investigate the respondents’ emotions or
emotional reactions about a particular topic”. The aim in this section was to know if lab
assistants carried out an effective communication with patients of other countries and we
knew what kind of feelings they presented at the moment to face intercultural communicative
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breakdowns with people of other countries. Taking into account that, we could affirm that
feeling questions gave us the information that we needed because we could recognize why lab
assistants felt affected their role as professional when they can not achieve an appropriate
communicative process with a patient of other country. Also, we had the opportunity to collect
information which could be useful at the moment to design our ESP material in an
intercultural communicative context with patients of other countries.
Lastly, the language section where lab assistants were free to express their thoughts
more precisely, because they wrote some communication breakdowns with patients of other
countries and showed us what tools they used at the moment to interact with people of other
countries and what they needed to do to face a situation where the patient did not understand:
what they said or what they wanted to express. In this part we used opinion/value questions
because according Brown (2001, p.31) “opinion/values questions explore the respondents’
thoughts, reactions, impressions, attitudes, and outlook of various aspects of language or
language learning process”. Here, we found some ideas for solving communicative
breakdowns that arise from interactions with people of other countries which we will use at
the moment to create ESP material for them.

Interviews: This was the second instrument we used, the information obtained during the
interviews confirm the data from the questionnaires. Referring to Kvale (1996, p.1) who
defines qualitative research interviews as "attempts to understand the world from the subjects'
point of view, to unfold the meaning of peoples' experiences, to uncover their lived world
prior to scientific explanations". We decided to use this instrument in order to collect
information because through them we could address several aspects. For instance, we could
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realize how lab assistants feel, knew their necessities and perceptions about their job when
they had to face intercultural communicative situations with patients of other countries. Then,
through interviews we could identify important characteristics to take into account at the
moment of designing the material as attitudes, points of view, needs, likes and how they can
make this material an useful tool in a specific situation.
Other authors, Canell and Kahn (1968) cited by Cohen et al. (2000, p.527) affirm that
the research interview has been defined as “a two-person conversation initiated by the
interviewer for the specific purpose of obtaining research-relevant information, and focused
by him on content specified by research objectives of systematic description, prediction, or
explanation”. In our research the interviews let obtain the necessary information because
through them we could become conscious of all the intercultural communicative needs and
expectations that the population want to find in the material.
We decided to conduct semi-structure interviews as described by Lindlof & Taylor
(2002, p.195) "grouping of topics and questions that the interviewer can ask in different ways
for different participants". In this kind of interviews, we as researchers allowed the
participants are free to speak and express their ideas, their feelings and thoughts. The main
interest we had in using this tool was to complement and gather more information about their
feelings and their perception of cultural differences at the moment to interact with a patient of
other country, about specific communicative breakdowns with people of other countries in
their job and their needs and likes according to the material that we will design for their
communicative necessities. Another author confirms the above mentioned Denscombe (1998)
cited by Fernandez (2009, p.13) who said: “The semi-structured interview lets the interviewee
develop ideas and speak more widely on the issues raised by the researcher. The answers are
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more open-ended, and there is more emphasis on the interviewer elaborating points of
interest”.
Narrative participant experience: This was the third instrument we used. According to
Sandelowski (1991) cited by Velmans (2000, p.183) “Narrative can provide a framework for
understanding subjective (first-person) accounts in qualitative research. Language is the
central medium for narrative research and the researcher encourages the participant to reveal
their story”. In our research project we used the experience of one of the researcher as a
participant,

because

this

experience

reaffirmed

which

were

the

communicative

communication breakdowns that a lab assistant commonly faced at the moment to assist a
patient of other country and also it allowed to reinforced the information got in the
questionnaires and the interviews about which were the aspects took into account to improve
communicative competence in the lab assistants. Also, Sandelowski (1991) cited by Velmans,
(2000, p.183) said: “The purpose of the story in qualitative research is to enable the researcher
to understand, interpret, and ultimately communicate to others, the lived experience of the
participant”. We gathered valuable information to designed ESP material in order to solve
communication breakdowns experienced in an intercultural communication; thanks to
narrative experience, because here participant described different situations that she had lived
and experiences that she had witnessed during their professional life with their co-worker.
Those experiences clarified what kind of information and characteristics we should take into
account to design an ESP material for improving their communicative competence in an
intercultural context.
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Photographs: The last instruments that we used are photographs. More than collecting data
for analysis were useful at the moment to design material because illustrated a real context in
the lab and could give them a guide about some communicative passages that they should
used to supply the basic communicative needs in communication breakdowns with people of
other countries. Burns (1999, p.101) supports this idea when he said “The use of photographs
is also a technique for data collection than combines effectively with a range of language
classroom tasks and activities where visual aids are an invaluable support in learning”.
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IV. NEEDS ANALYSIS
The needs analysis section of this project describes the main characteristics to take into
account for designing ESP material in order to solve communication breakdowns in an
intercultural communication, trying to identify the lab assistants’ needs to carry out an
appropriate communicative process with people of other countries.
In order to answer our research question: How can material for ESP be designed in
order

to

solve

communication

breakdowns

experienced

in

an

intercultural

communication between lab assistants and patients of other countries? We have taken
into account some instruments and sources of data collections such as: questionnaires,
interviews, narrative participant experience and photos. The information obtained through
these instruments was analyzed and used to develop a set of goal and objectives. Those
aspects contributed to create the material design depending on lab assistants’ needs.
First, questionnaires (see Appendix 1) were applied to 15 lab assistants; second, an
interview (see Appendix 2) was applied to 3 lab assistants and finally narrative participant
experience (see Appendix 3) was applied in one of the researcher as lab assistant. Also, we
took into consideration photos which presented a real context in the lab to facilitate the basic
communicative needs in communication breakdowns with patients of other countries. The
participants in those photos were people who work in the lab.
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Explanation of procedure

The strategy that we used in our data analysis was triangulation. According to Fielding &
Fielding (1986) cited by Maxwell (2004, p.93) “triangulation refers to collecting information
using a variety of sources and methods in one aspect. This strategy reduces the risk that your
conclusions will reflect only the systematic biases or limitations of a specific source or
method, and allows you to gain a broader and more secure understanding of the issues you are
investigating”.
According to this, in our research we gathered information from three kinds of
instruments: questionnaires, interviews and narrative participant experience. Those
instruments helped to improve the validity of the investigation results through the
triangulation because each one confirmed the data in relation with the others.
To reinforce the definition above mentioned about triangulation, qualitative
researchers Marshall and Rossman (1989, p.146) “data triangulation clearly and simply as the
act of bringing more one source of data to bear on a single point”.
The first instrument was a questionnaire that had fourteen items (See Appendix 1).
The purpose of the questionnaire was to get information about material, patients, situations
and language. The questionnaire had four sections: according to the material, patients,
situation and goals related to the language. The questionnaire was given to 15 lab assistants
who expressed their needs, thoughts, feelings, wishes and reactions, in relation to our purpose
which pretended solve communication breakdowns in an intercultural communication through
ESP material design.
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In the first section of the questionnaires, lab assistants were asked to provide information
about material. We wanted to get this information that clarified what kind of material they
needed and what characteristics are important at the moment to assist a patient of other
country in an intercultural situation.
The second section obtained information about patients. This part had questions in
order to get information with regard to patients of other countries’ characteristics according to
their country of origin. Also, we could collect data to evaluate the effectiveness of the
communication with patients of other countries.
The third section of the questionnaire was about situation. There, we were able to
address the specific contents to design material taking into account that lab assistants faced
real intercultural situations in their job.
The fourth and final section of the questionnaire contained questions about language in
order to achieve an intercultural competence. Lab assistants expressed their feelings, wishes
and points of view in relation to effective intercultural communication, where they expressed
that they could not understand what people of other countries wanted to communicate and
people of other countries neither understand what lab assistants wanted to say.
The second instrument was the interview (Appendix 2). The purpose of this interview
was to confirm some answers that lab assistants had provided in the questionnaires regarding
effectiveness in the communication with people of other countries, about intercultural
communication breakdowns and complement information about material design. Interviews
were useful to analyze the lab assistant’s needs, feelings and expectations at the moment to
face people of other countries. Also, the oral interview was used to find what level in English
lab assistants had.
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Finally, the third instrument was narrative participant experience. The purpose of this
narrative was to obtain detail information through a real lab assistant experience about how a
lab assistant supplied the basic communicative needs when they needed to assist people of
other countries. Also, this narrative participant experience permitted to discover new
experiences, attitudes, feelings and perspectives in front of intercultural communicative
communication breakdowns with patients of other countries.
The information obtained through these three instruments was analyzed and used to
build up a material for ESP in order to solve communication breakdowns in an intercultural
communication between lab assistants and patients of other countries.
According to the information mentioned previously, we decided to use the need analysis as a
method to make clear the findings. According to Drobnic (1978) cited by Hutchinson and
Waters (1993, p.59) “Need analysis is not a once-for-all activity. It should be a continuing
process, in which the conclusions drawn are constantly checked and re-assessed” and other
author Jordan (1997) said about need analysis that: “Identifying needs serves to rank and
organize learning experiences according to priorities” Taking into account those concepts, we
presented the evidence obtained through the instruments to demonstrate the process of
analysis in our project (Appendix 4)
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Needs

We followed a process of categorization in order to identify the principal lab assistants’ needs
to designed ESP material to solve communication breakdowns in an intercultural
communication problem. For this reason we summarized, synthesize and sort data according
to our project because the idea was try to find which their main necessities were. This was
supported by Charmaz (1983) cited by Bryman & Burges (1994) who said “codes” are
described as serving to summarize, synthesize, and sort many observations made out of the
data”. In our proposal we focused on three categories according to the needs analysis. The
first category is named ESP material focused on a real intercultural situation. The second
category is named effective communication with patients of other countries and finally, the
third category is named material design with ESP that supplies their basic communicative
needs. Those categories attempted to respond the main and secondary questions in our
research project.

MAIN QUESTION
How can material for ESP be designed in order to solve communication breakdowns
experienced in an intercultural communication between lab assistants and patients of
other countries?
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And the following sub-questions:

•

How can the communicative dimension be visualized in communication
breakdown between people of other countries and lab assistants?

•

What characteristics are essential in the ESP material design to improve
intercultural communicative competence of the lab assistants in communication
breakdowns?

Findings
This research will show the different instruments used in order to present the most important
aspects found organized in three categories of the analysis of the data. Along the project, the
reader will find a brief analysis of them that clarify the questions established in this
investigation.
Also, we selected the information that we thought was significant for this
investigation and we created a table with the question and sub-questions proposed in our
project with some categories and subcategories that we obtained after have organized the
information. These categories and subcategories will be useful to set the limits of the purpose
of this study and will supply the information required.
Next, we presented the table of categorization focuses on research questions. Here,
will find a relation between research questions, categories and subcategories.
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Table1. Categorization focuses on research questions (Relation between
questions, categories and subcategories)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

CATEGORIES

research

SUBCATEGORIES

How can material for ESP be

1. Understand some cultural

designed in order to solve

tips to achieve an effective

communication breakdowns

communication with people of

experienced in an intercultural
communication between lab
assistants and patients of other

other countries.
ESP material focused on a
real intercultural situation.

2. Integrate real intercultural
situations in ESP material.

countries?

1. Interact with people of other
culture not only speaking, also

How can the communicative
dimension be visualized in

Effective communication

through the body language,

communication breakdowns

with patients of other

gestures, and manners, etc.

between people of other

countries.

countries and lab assistants?

2. Get the ability to
communicate ideas, thoughts
and points of view in a real
context.
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What characteristics are
essential in the ESP material

Material design with ESP
that supplies their basic

design to improve intercultural
communicative competence of
the lab assistants in

1. ESP lexical approach
2. The use of the mother
tongue as a resource.

communicative needs.
3. Visual helps to solve
communicative breakdowns

communication breakdowns?

As we mentioned before, the first category was named ESP material focused on a real
intercultural situation and responded our main question: how can material for ESP be
designed in order to solve communication breakdowns experienced in an intercultural
communication between lab assistants and patients of other countries? Because it refers to
how lab assistants could understand some cultural tips to achieve an effective communication
with people of other countries through ESP material in order to solve communication
breakdowns in an intercultural communication. Thus, in this category, the reader can find
different opinions, interpretations, important characteristics and statistics that we took into
account at the moment to elaborate ESP material because we integrated real intercultural
situations to adapt their verbal and nonverbal messages in real situations with people of other
countries.
The second category was named effective communication with patients of other
countries and responded to the first sub-question: How can the communicative dimension be
visualized in communication breakdowns between people of other countries and lab assistant?
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Because in a communicative communication breakdowns the effectiveness in the
communication will allow people to understand what lab assistants wanted to say or what they
wanted to express depending on the circumstances. Through this proposal, lab assistants
developed their ability to interact with people of other culture not only speaking, also through
the body language, gestures and manners. Moreover they could get the ability to communicate
ideas, thoughts and points of view in a real context visualizing the importance of the
communicative dimension in those kinds of communication breakdowns.
Finally, the third category was named material design with ESP (English for specific
purposes) that supplies lab assistants’ basic communicative needs and responded to the
second sub-question of our research project: What characteristics are essential in the ESP
material design to improve intercultural communicative competence of the lab assistant in
communication breakdowns? Because the material designed could help lab assistants in
specific communicative situations in their job at the moment to assist patients of other
countries. Also we designed material with real visual helps which together with the use of the
mother tongue as a resource in the material could solve lab assistants’ communicative
breakdowns.
In this categorization, we classify data and illustrate the information gathered through the
project according to the needs found, and finally we organized and presented the information
that we obtained dividing in different groups depending on the similar characteristics. Taking
into account that, we presented the following chart that reveals the needs obtained and
analyze during our research.
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Table 2. Needs found in the data collection.

INSTRUMENTS

GENERAL LAB ASSISTANTS

SPECIFIC LAB

NEEDS

ASSISTANTS NEEDS
1. Understand some cultural
tips to achieve an effective
communication with people
of other countries.

QUESTIONNAIRES

INTERVIEWS
A. ESP material focused on a real
NARRATIVE
PARTICIPANT
EXPERIENCE

intercultural situation

NARRATIVE
PARTICIPANT
EXPERIENCE
B. Effective communication with
QUESTIONNAIRES

2. Integrate real intercultural
situations in ESP material.

1. Interact with people of
other culture not only
speaking, also through the
body language, gestures, and
manners, etc.

patients of other countries.
2. Get the ability to
communicate ideas, thoughts
and points of view in a real
context.

INTERVIEWS

1. ESP lexical approach
QUESTIONNAIRES

C. Material design with ESP that
2. The use of the mother
supplies their basic communicative tongue as a resource.

INTERVIEWS
needs.

3. Visual helps to solve
communicative breakdowns
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A. ESP material focused on a real intercultural situation

This category attempts to show the importance that lab assistants understand that intercultural
communication is the meeting between people of different national cultures. They need
through their process of communication to understand that other cultures are different and this
implies interact to include and recognize them.
In this category, we realized that lab assistants needed to become competent in an
intercultural

communicative

situation.

According

to

Neuliep

(2006)

intercultural

communication competence is defined as the level to which you effectively adapt your verbal
and non-verbal messages to the appropriate cultural context. For instance, when you want to
make a process of communication with other people from a different culture in order to be
interculturally competent you will have to adjust and modify the kinds of verbal and non
verbal messages you send.
Next, we presented an excerpt of narrative participant experience (Appendix 3) about
some real intercultural situations with people from other cultures that supported the above
mentioned.

“…Another situation presented in the lab occurs when people of other countries arrive to the lab and the person
who speaks in English is absent. The lab assistant feels nervous and powerless at the moment to have a contact
with people of other countries because she doesn’t know how to give some instructions. She started to make sign
language at the moment to give the instructions but not always people understand what they want to express”
(Narrative, lab assistant experience 18-05-09)

In this excerpt a lab assistant expressed the necessity to improve her communicative
competence at the moment to have contact with people from different cultures and she shows
the necessity to adapt her verbal and non verbal messages. This moment is also described by
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Neuliep (2006, p.28) who says: “We may not know what to say or do in such circumstances.
This uncertainty about the other person who probably may make us feel nervous and
anxious”. This feeling describes exactly the problem that lab assistants have with people of
other countries during the interaction, because we found that lab assistants did not know how
to communicate their needs and they did not know how to behave in front of people from
other culture. As a consequence of that lab assistants expressed that they could not express
their ideas in a specific situation.
Another important point to take into account about interculturality is the importance
that you have some information about the person with whom you are communicating, that
you are motivated to communicate with him or her. Taking into account that, we found in the
questionnaire (Appendix 1) that we applied detailed information about patient of other
country that lab assistants must assist.
The question that evidenced this information was: WHICH ARE THE PATIENTS’
COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN THAT MOST FREQUENTLY YOU MUST ASSIST? And the

answers were: Surinam (25%), followed by United States (16%), after we found China and
France with (14%) each one with the same frequency, afterwards England, Canada and
Germany (5%) each one and finally Brazil (4%) and other countries (12%).
With this data it will be feasible to search, gather, recognize and understand specific
cultural tips like: behaviors, habits, body language and gestures about these specific cultures
in order to design ESP material that helps lab assistants to achieve an effective
communication with people of other countries because during the communicative process lab
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assistant want to understand and interpret the meaning that people of other countries want to
convey.
Furthermore, we had the opportunity to evidence the lab assistants’ needs with regard
to cultural tips through the narrative participant experience (Appendix 3) and it is possible to
see that evidence in the next excerpt:
I think that if the lab assistants had the opportunity to speak with people of other countries at the moment to
interact with them, they could learn a lot of things about their culture, their customs, their behaviours and their
language. (Narrative, lab assistant experience 18-05-09)

As a complement to the evidence, the following graphic showed the information before
mentioned about patient of other country that lab assistants must assist in the lab clinic in the
questionnaire (Appendix 1).
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WHICH ARE THE
PATIENTS’ COUNTRIES OF
ORIGIN THAT MOST
FREQUENTLY YOU MUST
ASSIST?

SURINAM

25%

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

16%

CHINA

14%

FRANCE

14%

CANADA

5%

ENGLAND

5%

GERMANY

5%

BRAZIL
OTHER NATIONALITIES

4%
12%

THE PATIENTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES THAT LAB ASSISTANTS MUST ASSIST
MAINLY, THEY COME FROM: SURINAM (25%), FOLLOWED BY UNITED STATES
(16%), CHINA (14%), FRANCE (14%), CANADA (5%), ENGLAND (5%), GERMANY (5%),
BRAZIL (4%) AND OTHERS (12%).

THE FREQUENCIES REPEAT ARE CHINA AND FRANCE WITH 14% AND CANADA,
ENGLAND AND GERMANY WITH 5%.

Next, we show the information obtained through interviews (Appendix 2) that corroborate the
data found in the questionnaire (Appendix 1) as in the narrative participant experience
(Appendix 3) about intercultural real situations that lab assistants had lived in their
professional role and how they faced those situations.
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“¿Ha sentido frustración u otro tipo de sentimiento por no haberse podido comunicarse con un paciente
extranjero? Si, cuando llegan acá a la clínica los pacientes de Surinam, pues no se les puede indicar por ejemplo
cómo recoger un parcial de orina, cómo hacer un aseo previo para recoger determinado examen” (Entrevista a
participante 3. 20-05-09)

English equivalent
“Have you felt frustration or another kind of feeling because you could not communicate with a patient of other
country? Yes, when patients of Surinam arrive here to the clinic, because I can not indicate for example how to
collect a urine sample, how to make a previous cleanliness to collect a specific exam” (Interview to participant 3.
20-05-09)1

As we mentioned in the literature review according to Soderberg (1995) cited by Oliveras
(2000) intercultural competence should have effective and cognitive component. Taking into
account the effective component it is clear that lab assistants are not able to communicate
with patients of other countries according to their intentions and concerning to the cognitive
component they need to obtained knowledge about specific cultures, they need make a
reflection about their cultural differences to get the ability to understand and express verbal
signs.
Finally, we show the evidence that lab assistants truly need an ESP material focused
on a real intercultural situations because this allow to them to developed their communicative
competence when they interact with people of other culture. The question that gives us this
information was:

1

All translations made by the authors
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IS THE CURRENT
MATERIAL
SUFFICIENT IN
ORDER TO EXPLAIN
SOME PROCEDURE
TO A PERSON OF
OTHER COUNTRY?

5
YES
10
NO

100 % PEOPLE WERE POLLED OF WHICH 33 % THEY THOUGHT THAT THE
MATERIAL THAT EXISTS IS SUFFICIENT TO EXPLAIN SOME PROCEDURE TO A
PERSON OF OTHER COUNTRY AND 67 % OF THEM THOUGHT THAT IT IS NOT
SUFFICIENT.

The answers that we obtained to the lab assistants in front of this question were: 67% of
people thought that the current material is not sufficient and 33% thought that the material is
sufficient to explain some procedure to a person of other country. The reasons that they gave
us at the moment to explain why the material was not sufficient in order to explain some
procedures to a person of other country, that is to say 67%, were that the material was in
Spanish and that material was not useful to carry out an interaction with a person of other
country person.
Now, we will focus on the second need which gave the information related to effective
communication with patients of other countries. Here, we purported that lab assistant could
interact with people of other culture not only speaking, also through the body language,
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gestures and manners and could get the ability to communicate ideas, thoughts and points of
view in a real context.

B. Effective communication with people of other countries
In this category, the aim is to demonstrate how the communicative dimension can be
visualized in communication breakdowns between people of other countries and lab
assistants. The information collected through the instruments used in our project was relevant
to detect lab assistants’ needs because they agree that the effective communication in English
was very important for developing their professional’s role.
Before presenting the evidence that supports the above mentioned, it is relevant to
understand that communication process is carried out when people interchange information,
thoughts, feelings and behaviors for obtaining a social interaction. This is supported by
Savignon (1997) who affirms: “Communication is a continuous process of expression,
interpretation, and negotiation of meaning”. Taking into account that, we discovered that lab
assistants do not have the ability to interchange ideas and they do not infer what other person
wants to express. For that reason, lab assistants are not able to negotiate different meanings
and they could not become effective speakers in real intercultural contexts.

In the following graphic, lab assistants evidenced that the communication with people
of other countries is not effective. When we applied the questionnaire (Appendix 1) we make
the next question: What effective is the communication with patients of other countries?
87% of lab assistants considered that the efficiency in the communicative process with
patients of other countries was between 1% to 25%, while 13% of them considered that the
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efficiency in the communicative process with patients of other countries was between 26% to
50%. That is to say that they needed to improve their effectiveness in the communication
process with people of other countries at the moment to interact with them because they
needed to improve their ability to communicate ideas, thought, and points of view in different
contexts.

WHAT EFFECTIVE IS
THE
COMMUNICATION
WITH THE PATIENTS
OF OTHER
COUNTRIES?

1 TO 25%

13

26 TO 50%

2

51 TO 75%

0

76 TO 100%

0

100 % PEOPLE WERE POLLED OF WHICH 87 % THEY CONSIDEREDTHAT THE
EFFICIENCY IN THE COMMUNICATIVE PROCESSES WITH THE PATIENTS OF
OTHER COUNTRIES IS BETWEEN 1 TO 25 % AND 13 % OF THEM CONSIDERED THAT
THE EFFICIENCY IN THE COMMUNICATIVE PROCESSES WITH THE PATIENTS OF
OTHER COUNTRIES IS BETWEEN 26 % AND 50 %.

As a complement, the next graphic allows to reinforce the above mentioned, where 80% of
people felt that they are not able to communicate with a patient of other country in an
effective way, while 20% felt that if it was possible to communicative effectively.
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1. DO YOU FEEL THAT IT IS
POSSIBLE TO
COMMUNICATE WITH A
PATIENT OF OTHER
COUNTRY IN A
EFFECTIVE WAY?

YES

3

12
NO

100 % PEOPLE WERE POLLED OF WHICH 20 % THEY CONSIDERED THAT IF
IT IS POSSIBLE TO COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY WITH A PATIENT OF
OTHER COUNTRY AND 80 % OF THEM CONSIDERED THAT IT CAN NOT.

Keeping in mind that Chen & Starosta (1996) cited by Malik & Herraz (2005, p.207)
“Intercultural competence is the capacity to negotiate cultural meanings and carry out
appropriate and effective behavior of communication considering manifold identities of the
participants in a specific environment”. According to this, we could understand that lab
assistants needed to increase their intercultural communicative competence to get the capacity
to communicate their wants, feelings and thoughts at the moment to interact with people of
other countries until they could achieve that people of other countries interpret what they
wanted to express, giving a mutual opportunity of accepting and knowing more from each
one.
With regard to effective communication with patients of other countries, lab assistants
expressed opinions about the effectiveness in the communication through narratives
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(Appendix 3), questionnaire (Appendix 1) and interviews (Appendix 2). Next, we presented
some information that evidenced the necessity of effectiveness in the communication at the
moment to interact with people from other cultures.
“I remembered a specific situation a while ago when a person of other country makes me a question and I felt
shame; fear an inability because I did not understand what he was saying. That moment was terrible for me. I jus
knew how to say: sit down please and what was your name? After that, I had the necessity to learn Basic English
for improving my communicative competence for that reason I started to study English” (Narrative, lab assistant
experience 18-05-09)

This sample corroborates that lab assistants have communicative breakdowns because they do
not have the enough English knowledge and they need to create conscious of the speaker
necessities during the communication process since this process is in continue movement but
this communication depending on the participants, because each person has different points of
view.

As a complement, in the following abstracts taken from the questionnaire (Appendix 1) and
interviews (Appendix 2) it is easy to perceive the communicative barriers that lab assistants
faced in their job at the moment to assist people of other countries.
“La mayoría de las veces no entendemos lo que los extranjeros quieren decir y los extranjeros tampoco nos
entienden” (Cuestionario 13-04-09)

English equivalent
“Most of the time we do not understand what people of other countries want to say and the people of other
countries neither understand what we want to say” (Questionnaire 13-04-09)
“¿Qué siente cuando no se puede comunicar efectivamente con un paciente extranjero? Ehh…Se siente
impotencia por no saber expresarse ante el, ehh”. (Entrevista a participante No.3 20-05-09)

English equivalent
“What do you feel when you can not communicate with effectiveness with a patient of other country? Ehh… I
feel inability because I do not how you say something in front of him, ehh…” (Interview to participant N.3 2005-09)

Then, lab assistants need to create awareness that is not easy to know all verbal and not verbal
communication of other cultures. For that reason, it is important that step by step people learn
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which are the gestures, body language, facial expressions, and voice to other culture to
overcome this barrier.
Also, the next evidence reinforces the above mentioned but this time the information
gathered was with interviews.
“¿Podría por favor mencionar una situación en la cual hay sentido frustración u otro tipo de sentimiento por no
haberse podido comunicar con un paciente extranjero? Ahh… Cuando tenía que decirle al paciente que recogiera
una muestra de materia fecal, no sabía si hacerle señas, mímica, ¡no!… eso fue horrible, yo no sabia como
decirle” (Entrevista a la participante No.1. 20-04-09)

English equivalent
“Could you please mention one situation where do you have felt frustration or any other kind of feeling because
you could not communicate with patient of other country? Ahh, when I had to say to the patient that he should
collected a sample of feces, I do not know if I make signs, mimic, no!... that was horrible, I did not know how I
could said him “ (Interview to participant No.1 20-04-09)

Furthermore, we could find that lab assistants thought that their role as professional was
affected when they could not have an appropriate communicative process with a patient of
other country. In the following excerpts of the questionnaires (Appendix 1) they expressed
their feelings about that:
“¿Cree que se ve afectado su rol como profesional cuando no puede tener un proceso comunicativo apropiado
con un paciente extranjero?
Si, Siento que el paciente me ve como una persona incapaz y no competente para prestarle una atención”
(Cuestionario 13-04-09)

English equivalent
“Do you believe that your professional role is affected when the communicative process with a patient of other
country is not appropriate?
Yes, I feel that the patient perceive me that an incapable and incompetent person for giving a good attention”
(Questionnaire 13-04-09)
“Claro que se ve afectado porque yo no hablo inglés… No entiendo inglés y en nuestro trabajo es indispensable
que el paciente entienda muy bien el procedimiento a seguir, sino hay una buena comunicación todo el trabajo se
ha perdido” Cuestionario (13-04-2009)
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English equivalent
“Of course it is affected because I do not speak in English… I do not understand English and in our job is
essential that the patient understand very well the procedure to follow, if you don’t get a good communication all
the work is lost” (Questionnaires 13-04-2009)

Following, we present the graphic that supports the above mentioned:
DO YOU BELIEVE
THAT YOUR
PROFESSIONAL
ROLE IS AFFECTED
WHEN THE
COMMUNICATIVE
PROCESS WITH A
PATIENT OF OTHER
COUNTRY IS NOT
APPROPRIATE?

15
YES

0
NO

100 % PEOPLE WERE POLLED OF WHICH 100 % THEY THOUGHT THAT
THEIR ROLE AS PROFESSIONAL IS AFFECTED WHEN THEY CAN NOT HAVE
AN APPROPIATE COMMUNICATIVE PROCESS WITH A PATIENT OF OTHER
COUNTRY.

Taking into account those answers we found that lab assistants need and want to solve
communication problems with patients of other countries because they faced every day
communicative situations with patients of different countries. For that reason, we can say that
they need to learn and improve their communicative competence in English because they felt
that the different kinds of situations before mentioned were affecting their job.
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The third general category was material design with ESP (English for specific purposes) that
supplies their basic communicative needs. We found how we could elaborate ESP material
with Basic English and how we could supply the necessities of the lab assistants in order to
solve communication breakdowns at the moment to interact with people of other countries
taking into account aspects like: ESP lexical approach, the use of the mother tongue as a
resource and visual help to solve communicative breakdowns.

C. Material design with ESP that supplies their basic communicative needs

In this category, according to our findings the kind of material that lab assistants needed to
solve communication breakdowns in an intercultural communication with patients of other
countries, should have a specific professional vocabulary which could support them in an
intercultural context since lab assistants for their profession need to explain some specific
procedures.
As we mentioned in the literature review ESP material allows people to learn specific
English depending on their needs. When people have the opportunity to interact with English
in a specific way, with a specific purpose they could improve their communicative process
getting useful knowledge in a real context.
In our project this is reflected for example, when we applied the questionnaire (Appendix 1)
and make the following question:
¿Cuáles son las preguntas o indicaciones que necesariamente debe dar a los pacientes extranjeros con mayor
frecuencia? ”
“Presentación personal, indicaciones acerca de diferentes exámenes como: parcial de orina, recolección de
materia fecal, orina de 24 horas, condiciones para la muestra de sangre, hora para reclamar exámenes y algunas
expresiones para calmar al paciente” (Cuestionario 13-04-09)
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English equivalent
Which are the questions or instructions that you necessarily should give to the patients of other countries with
more frequency?
“Introduction, some instructions about different exams like: urine collection, feces collection, 24 hour urine
collection, conditions for sample of blood, time for claim results and some expressions for calm the patients”
(Questionnaire 13-04-09)

Here, lab assistants expressed their feelings about specific instructions that they need to assist
patients of other countries with effectiveness in their communicative process.
Furthermore, ESP is seen as a tool that wants to cover the specific needs of the English
learners who want to use the language in a specific context. According to the lab assistants
needs, we could discover that they wanted to obtain material which provided specific
instructions according to their job and they could understand in English the procedures that
they carry out every day developing their basic communicative competence with people of
other countries.
Another question that complemented the previous data:

What characteristics the material needs to become more useful at the moment to assist a patient of other
country?

In front of this questions lab assistants answered:
•
•
•
•

The instructions should be in two languages as minimum (English and Spanish)
The information should have the following characteristics: clear, concise and didactic.
The material should have images to facilitate the comprehension between different cultures.
The material should have some mechanism to learn how to pronounce those instructions in English because
they would like to interact with patient of other country in an appropriate way.

Taking into account those answers, we considered necessary to include phonetic transcription
and the use of the mother tongue as a resource for helping lab assistants, understanding
phonetics as the part of the linguistic competence according to the sounds of the language.
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Those aspects are relevant, because lab assistants need to understand what is the meaning in
Spanish to feel more security when they need to face people from other cultures and how to
pronounce the words in English to facilitate the intercultural interaction.
In addition, we thought that include some photographs can illustrate a real context in
the lab and could give them a guide about some communicative passages that they should use
to supply the basic communicative needs in communication breakdowns with people of other
countries. Burns (1999, p.101) supports this idea when he said “The use of photographs is
also a technique for data collection than combines effectively with a range of language
classroom tasks and activities where visual aids are an invaluable support in learning”. We
evidenced this wish at the moment to apply the questionnaire (Appendix 1) because lab
assistants answered in front of the next question:

What characteristics the material needs to become more useful at the moment to assist a patient of other
country?
The material should have images to facilitate the comprehension between different cultures.

Moreover, if the material is attractive and interesting, the learners could accept it with
pleasure. The material should be original because learners need to use new material that
contributes and fill their heads with new and fresh ideas. Taking into consideration the
designing of ESP material that supply lab assistants basic communicative needs we found
some wishes that they had in front of the ESP material.
“¿Cómo cree usted que debería ser el material que podría ayudarla en su proceso comunicativo con los pacientes
extranjeros? Pues pienso yo que... donde estén las indicaciones de los exámenes estén en inglés o tengan de
pronto imágenes que los extranjeros puedan entender al momento de hacer el procedimiento” (Entrevista a la
participante No.3 20-05-09)
“How do you think should be the material that could help you in your communicative process with patients of
other countries? Well, I think, that … where are the instructions of the exams could be in English or may be
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could have images that people of other countries could understand at the moment to do a procedure” (Interview
participant No.3 20-05-09)

Taking into account the above mentioned, we remind to Khosrow-Pour (2006, p.473)
who explains two factors that we have to take into account in material design “Design factors
refer to the appropriate attractiveness and the quality of the material. A good design helps
learners to construct knowledge. In terms of attractiveness, the material should be attractive to
capture learner’s attention. In terms of quality, the material must supply the necessities and
interests of the students”.
Also, we took into account lexical approach which argues that language consists of
meaningful chunks that, when combined, produce continuous coherent text. This is supported
by Lewis (1993, p.95) who said that lexical approach “It is based on the idea that an important
part of language acquisition is the ability to comprehend and produce lexical phrases as
unanalyzed wholes”. The vocabulary will be important in the material because will allow to
lab assistants clarify their doubts in front of new expressions, words or phrases.
Furthermore, according to our findings we discovered that lab assistants wanted and
needed that material could appear in English to facilitate the communication process with
people of other countries because the information that lab had was in Spanish language and it
was not sufficiently. Included those aspects in the material lab assistants could develop their
intercultural communicative competence when they needed to face communication
breakdowns situations with a patient of other country.
In the following graphic, we could observe which main negative characteristic in the
material was taken into account to material design for people of other countries:
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WHAT NEGATIVE CHARACTERISTICS DO YOU CONSIDER
THE CURRENT MATERIAL HAS AT THE MOMENT TO ASSIST TO A PATIENT
OF OTHER COUNTRY?
THE INFORMATION IS IN SPANISH

YES

14

NO

1

100 % PEOPLE WERE POLLED OF WHICH OF 93 % THEY CONSIDERED THAT
THE MATERIAL HAS A NEGATIVE CHARACTERISTIC DUE TO THE
INFORMATION IS IN SPANISH AND 7 % THEY DID NOT CONSIDER IT AS
NEGATIVE CHARACTERISTIC.

Another important aspect to bear in mind, were the ideas and feelings that lab assistants wrote
to support why the current material was not sufficient in order to explain some procedure to a
people of other countries. We presented some thoughts that they expressed in the
questionnaires (Appendix 1) and some aspects that we took into account when we designed
the ESP material. Also, we did not forget that through communication people can start,
maintain, and conclude a relationship with others and we know that communication is not
only linguistic aspects.
“El material no está en inglés y la auxiliar de laboratorio tampoco tiene la facilidad de comunicación con el
paciente, razón por la cual es posible que se tome mal un examen por no cumplir con las indicaciones especificas
para este” (Cuestionario 13-04-09)

English equivalent
“The material is not in English and the lab assistant neither has the facility to communicate with the patient, for
this reason it is possible to take a wrong exam, just to not execute with some specific instructions for this”
(Questionnaire 13-04-09)
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“¿Qué nivel de inglés posee usted? Básico, intermedio o avanzado.
La verdad no alcanza ni al nivel básico. No se casi nada en inglés. Solo se decir buenos días y hasta luego.
(Entrevista participante N. 3 20-05-09)

English equivalent
“¿What level of English do you have? Basic, intermediate or advance.
Telling the truth, I do not have a basic level. I do not know almost anything in English. I just know how to say
good morning and bye” ((Interview participant No.3 20-05-09)

“En una ocasión, cuando tenía que dar instrucciones a un paciente extranjero para que recogiera una orina de 24
horas fue imposible que el señor me entendiera, ya que la información era demasiado extensa y estaba en
español. No supe como comunicarme para que el me entendiera, además mis conocimientos en inglés son muy
poquitos y no los utilizo porque me siento insegura” (Entrevista a participante N. 2 20-04-09)

English equivalent
“In a situation, when I had to give instructions to a patient of other country to collect his 24 hours urine it was
impossible that he could understand me, since the information was too much extensive and it was in Spanish. I
did not know how to communicate my ideas clearly, also, my knowledge in English are very little and I do not
use it because I feel insecure” (Interview to participant N. 2 20-04-09)

We elaborated the material that supplied the basic communicative necessities of lab assistants
with patients of other countries and also the idea in this section is to transform negative
characteristics in positive characteristics to carry out an effective communication with people
of other countries getting an attractive ESP material.
To conclude, we can say that this needs analysis allow identify the lab assistants’ likes, their
wants, their wishes, their weaknesses, their strengths, their interests and their feelings.
Furthermore, it was valuable for us as researchers because with all this information, we could
select and design the ESP material for them according to the patients, situation language and
material developing intercultural communicative competence and creating significant guide
book which will be use in a specific context with patients of other countries in a clinic in
Bogotá.
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DECISIONS MADE ON THE MATERIAL ITSELF

As we mentioned during our research project we had taken into account some constructs like:
interculturality, communicative competence, English for specific purposes and material
design to create material that provided help to lab assistants in order to solve communication
breakdowns in an intercultural communication between lab assistants and patients of other
countries.
To explain the decisions that we made on the material we wanted to present a brief
summary about the relevant concepts in our project. First, interculturality, conceived as a
process where different cultures interact between with each other. In the material we wanted
that people understood and recognized other cultures because that could increase the capacity
of communication and could give the ability to open their minds to other perspectives and
cultural interchanges. The idea was to give some information about the culture with which
they needed communicating in order to encode and decode messages.
Second aspect was communicative competence as the ability to communicate in an
effective way. The proposal with the material was to present real situations where people need
to transfer information, thoughts and feelings to get a social interaction. Also, we understood
that the process of communication needed interpretation and negotiation of meanings. For that
reason, we included real communicative situations that lab assistants faced every day in their
job.
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The third aspect was English for specific purposes, that category was significant during the
design because lab assistants needed to know how they could give some instructions to the
patients in specific procedures. In order to improve their communicative competence, we
created a specific material which could be useful at the moment to interact with people of
other countries taking into account the needs found in the data collection.
Finally, we create a material taking into account the needs, wishes and specific
purposes that lab assistants had to supply the basic communicative needs at the moment to
assist patients of other countries. We as future teachers and researchers thought that was very
important to use the mother tongue as a resource and use visual helps that could allow them
get more easily an interaction with another culture. Furthermore, we elaborated a material
using translation and we highlighted the appropriate intonation to facilitate their
communicative process with people of other countries.
Next, we provided a general chart that we created in order to illustrate a list of the
most relevant needs as a result of data collection and also we presented the decisions that
were taken to create the material.
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Table 3. Decisions made in the Need Analysis Process

CATEGORIES

A. ESP material focused
on a real intercultural

SUBCATEGORIES

DECISIONS

1. Understand some
cultural tips to
achieve effective
communication with
people of other
countries.

Helping lab assistants showing some
cultural tips to understand and learn
intercultural behaviors.

situation

Use some real situations. This
decision will facilitate an interaction
with people of other countries.

2. Integrate real
intercultural
situations in ESP
material.

B. Effective
communication with

1. Interact with
people of other
culture not only
speaking, also
through the body
language, gestures,
and manners, etc.

patients of other countries.

Visual aids

Functional material to offer lab
assistants improve their ability to
communicate ideas, thoughts, and
feelings in a social interaction.

2. Get the ability to
communicate ideas,
thoughts and points
of view in a real
context.
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Encourage the learning of English
through ESP material to get an
effective intercultural communication
with people of other countries.

C. Material design with
ESP that supplies their
basic communicative
needs.

1. ESP lexical
approach
2. The use of the
mother tongue as a
resource.
3. Visual helps to
solve communicative
breakdowns.

Provide ESP material with a
translation in their mother tongue to
facilitate the interpretation of
meanings.
Support to lab assistants in their basic
communicative needs, putting a
simple pronunciation of words and
highlighting the intonation in each
sentence.
Illustrate a real context in the lab
using authentic photos to aid lab
assistants to solve communicative
breakdowns.
Use Lexical approach which seeks to
develop proposals for designing
material founded on a view of
language in which lexis plays the
important role.
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BOOKLET DESCRIPTION

Taking into account that the information obtained through different instruments of data
collection was analyzed and used to build a material for ESP in order to solve communication
breakdowns in an intercultural communication between lab assistants and patients of other
countries, we present the decisions made in the need analysis process to create a booklet.
The first category was named ESP material focused on a real intercultural situation
and responded our main question: how can material for ESP be designed in order to solve
communication breakdowns experienced in an intercultural communication between lab
assistants and patients of other countries? This category was divided in two subcategories.
The first, according to the findings we could identify that lab assistants need to understand
some cultural tips to achieve effective communication with people of other countries and the
second subcategory was named integrate real intercultural situations in ESP material.
Starting from this, we made some decision to design material helping lab assistants
showing some cultural tips to understand and learn intercultural behaviors and the main idea
was to use some real situations. This decision could facilitate an interaction with people of
other countries. Another aspect to bear in mind is the definition about intercultural
communication competence; Neuliep (2006) defined this concept as the level to which you
effectively adapt your verbal and non-verbal messages to the appropriate cultural context. For
instance, when you want to make a process of communication with other people from a
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different culture in order to be interculturally competent you will have to adjust and modify
the kinds of verbal and non verbal messages you send.
In the booklet (See annex, p.19) the readers will have the opportunity to find a section
of cultural tips, there people could understand some behaviors, points of view and situations
of people of other countries face real intercultural situations. On the other hand, the situations
that we presented in the booklet (See annex, p. 39) were authentic because we knew the
importance to integrate real situations in ESP material.
The second category was named effective communication with patients of other
countries and responded to the first sub-question: How can the communicative dimension be
visualized in communication breakdowns between people of other countries and lab
assistants? Because in communicative communication breakdown the effectiveness in the
communication will allow people to understand what lab assistants wanted to say or what they
wanted to express depending on the circumstances.

This category was divided in two

subcategories: The first, interact with people of other culture not only speaking, also through
the body language, gestures, and manners, etc and the second, get the ability to communicate
ideas, thoughts and points of view in a real context. We thought that these subcategories were
relevant to achieve an effective communication with patients of other countries because most
of time lab assistants did not know what they say or how they could communicate their ideas.
This is supported by Neuliep (2006, p.28) who says: “We may not know what to say or do in
such circumstances. This uncertainty about the other person may make us feel nervous and
anxious”.
Taking into account that, the decisions that we made were: The first, illustrate a real
context in the lab using authentic photos to aid lab assistants to solve communicative
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breakdowns and the second, create functional material to offer lab assistants improve their
ability to communicate ideas, thoughts, and feelings in a social interaction.
The booklet contents photographs to help the lab assistants to communicate with noverbal messages when the patient can not understand what they are trying to say. Burns
(1999, p.101) supports this idea when he said “The use of photographs is also a technique for
data collection that combines effectively with a range of language classroom tasks and
activities where visual aids are an invaluable support in learning”.
In the course of the practice of each conversation the lab assistants can achieve the
ability to communicate their ideas in a real context. The lab assistants can get a way to have
an effective communication with patients of other countries.
As a final point, the third category was named material design with ESP (English for
specific purposes) that supplies lab assistants’ basic communicative needs and responded to
the second sub-question of our research project: What characteristics are essential in the ESP
material design to improve intercultural communicative competence of the lab assistants in
communication breakdowns? This category was divided in three subcategories: The first, ESP
lexical approach, the second the use of the mother tongue as a resource and finally, visual
helps to solve communicative breakdowns. The decisions that we made were: The first,
encourage the learning of English through ESP material to get an effective intercultural
communication with people of other countries; the second, provide ESP material with
translation in their mother tongue to facilitate the interpretation of meanings; the third,
support lab assistants in their basic communicative needs, putting a simple pronunciation of
words and highlighting the intonation in each sentence; the fourth, illustrate a real context in
the lab using authentic photos to aid lab assistants to solve communicative breakdowns and
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lastly use lexical approach which seeks to develop a proposal for designing material founded
on a view of language in which lexis plays the important role.
According to Tomlinson (1998) who said: “material should achieve impact and have a
noticeable effect on the learners that is when the learner’s curiosity, interest and attention are
attracted through attractive presentation and appealing content”. The material should help
learners to feel at ease when people want to learn something like to have a simple tool that
can give them a good service
Based on the above mentioned in the booklet people could find an useful vocabulary
(See. Annex, p. 18) to be used when the lab assistants have to face conversations in an
intercultural context. Also, they can find a translation to understand the use of the English
language and as a final point the visual helps can make a big contribution with the words used
in order to improve their intercultural communicative competence.
Taking into account the above mentioned we present the booklet that we created with
the purpose to help lab assistants in communication breakdowns situations.

The booklet has been designed with the following characteristics
 Basic level of English adapted to the level of the lab assistants
 Translation English to Spanish
 Pronunciation
This booklet was divided in seven sections which the three first ones give to the lab
assistants an important and general description of the material, a guide about interaction in an
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intercultural environment, greetings, customer service and some cultural tips to achieve an
effective communication with people of other countries.
After these, the lab assistants can find the following four sections related to each
specific procedure of the labs’ samples. Each section has a vocabulary to reinforce specific
words that they will use in the material design. Also, the lab assistants can familiarize with the
English writing, pronunciation and word stress after each sentence and the material has
Spanish translation and visual helps in order to understand the procedures. On the other hand,
the lab assistants can find a part called “some specific cases” where there are some specific
and real intercultural situations. The booklet makes the description of feces collection, urine
collection, 24 hour urine collection and sample of blood procedures that are usually practiced
in the lab to people of other countries.
In order to enrich the content of each section the lab assistants could find some
symbols that indicate useful comments, advices and specific cases. We used these symbols to
present a practical and nice material that represents a very important advice and notes to take
into account in each situation.
Finally, through the booklet we wanted to show an useful material with real
intercultural expressions, real images, specific situations, and also this material has been
designed with the intention to decrease communication breakdowns in an intercultural
environment.
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CONCLUSIONS

In order to achieve the objectives planned in this project, we found that this proposal for
material design based on theoretical foundation and on the needs analysis of the results and
taking into account important constructs chosen as: intercultural communication competence,
ESP (English for Specific Purposes) and material design, allowed us to bring up the following
conclusions:

 The lab assistants are conscious of having this material in their workplaces; through it
they can express their ideas clearly and openly putting aside all their fears about
intercultural communication.
 The current material that lab assistants use does not satisfy all their communicative
necessities in an intercultural environment because it has not been created for this
purpose.
 When it is necessary to design an ESP material for an intercultural context it is
important to include in it visual helps, the use of the mother tongue, the
communicative process, the interaction with people of other countries and ESP lexical
approach.
 Needs analysis is vital in the material design, because it permits to classify the
information obtained from the instruments and organizing it according to the needs of
the lab assistants, depending on their priority.
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During this study it was significant to emphasize on communicative competence in an
intercultural environment, in order to understand that we made part of a world where people
want to exchange information between cultures. Taking into account this, it is important to
understand that each space is an opportunity to know other opinions or ideas from different
people and it is essential to be prepared to permit to express feelings, thoughts and as human
beings to tolerate the differences.
Nowadays, most the people are interested in knowing how the life is in other spaces,
around the world and this gives the opportunity to show them our participation in a global
world. Thus, we can say this:
 Body language, manners and gestures are considered as an important element of the
intercultural communicative competence.
 Cultural tips allow knowing how to use the language and how are the differences in
the behaviour of each culture.
On the other hand, if the lab assistants used the English language in their workplaces they can
find it as a meaningful tool to develop and to bring to their lives the opportunity to be more
professional in their job. This could be possible with the active interaction, between cultures
through the spaces that permit communication, where we are capable to face new contacts.
To conclude, this material can be used as the basis for other ESP material in a nursing
area and in other specific areas. This kind of material will facilitate these professionals to
become proficient in English in order to find out new skills, do their jobs more professionally,
and improve the quality of their lives.
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PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
This research project is an important tool to help learning and teaching process because we as
future teachers require understanding that all the time learners are the center of our effort and
we should work very hard according to their needs, their characteristics and their cultural
contexts.

For that reason, this project had into account the affective aspect related with communication
which facilitates to people interact in a real intercultural context where they could interchange
ideas and built relationships.

In the same way, this project presents a possibility to face real intercultural situations and
improvement of their communicative competence through the material designed. Also, this
research project allows as teachers to adapt similar material in future environments where
students from different professional’s fields need to focus on improve their intercultural
communicative competence depending on their needs and their interests.

To sum up, with the material proposal many people will have the possibility to take many
advantages in their job because they can improve their communicative processes with people
of other countries and they will able to face different communicative situations.
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FURTHER RESEARCH
This report of investigation was designed to help a specific community in the health area. As
teachers and researchers, we had a big challenge in this research project because we had to
learn many procedures and technical words regarding lab assistants’ role to achieve and
understand what they really need.

In the same way, it is important to recognize that a difficult point was to design the material in
order to accomplish and fill the lab assistants’ expectations because we wanted to develop an
useful material that allow them to solve intercultural communication breakdowns.

To finish, we had liked to have more time in order to oversee the application of the material
designed and we know the impact that the application of the material designed could cause in
the lab. For this reason, we want to leave an open invitation for future researchers who want
to take this project as a base to continue another investigation taking into account the next
research question:

HOW

CAN

LAB

ASSISTANT

IN

A

HOSPITAL

IN

BOGOTÁ

SOLVE

COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS WITH PATIENTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES BY
USING MATERIAL FOR ESP COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWNS?
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CUESTIONARIO

Nosotras Jaqueline Corredor Arguello y Marcela Gil Castro, estudiantes de XII semestre de
Licenciatura en Lengua Castellana, Inglés y Francés de la Universidad de la Salle, nos
encontramos trabajando en nuestro proyecto de grado basado en el diseño de material, soporte
para situaciones de emergencia comunicativa con extranjeros. El siguiente cuestionario tiene
como objetivo recoger información que será útil para este diseño.
Por favor conteste lo más honestamente posible.

DE ACUERDO CON EL MATERIAL

Actualmente existen en el laboratorio unos formatos con instrucciones, los cuales explican a
los pacientes cuales son los requisitos mínimos que debe cumplir para poder realizarse
determinado examen.

1. ¿Qué tan útil es ese material en el laboratorio para los procesos comunicativos que se
llevan a cabo con los pacientes extranjeros?
Por favor marque con una X según corresponda:
□ Demasiado útil
□ Muy útil
□ Poco útil
□ Inútil

2. ¿Qué características positivas considera usted que tiene el material actualmente al momento
de atender a un paciente extranjero?
Por favor marque con una X si esta de acuerdo con una o más de las siguientes características:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Claridad
Brevedad
Precisión
Entendible
Didáctico
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Si opina que el material posee otras características positivas por favor descríbalas
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

3. ¿Qué características negativas considera usted que tiene el material actualmente al
momento de atender a un paciente extranjero?
Por favor marque con una X si esta de acuerdo con una o más de las siguientes características:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

La información se encuentre en español
Las indicaciones son muy extensas
El material no es didáctico
El material no se entiende fácilmente
No hay precisión frente a los procedimientos que se deben cumplir

Si opina que el material posee otras características negativas por favor descríbalas.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
4. De acuerdo con su punto de vista y teniendo en cuenta los puntos anteriores, por favor
escriba adicionalmente qué debería tener el material para ser más útil al momento de atender a
un paciente extranjero.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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5.¿El material actual es suficiente para explicar algún procedimiento a una persona
extranjera?
Si__ No__
Justifique su respuesta ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

DE ACUERDO CON LOS PACIENTES
1.¿Que características tienen los pacientes extranjeros que usted debe atender en el laboratorio
clínico?
Por favor marque con una X según corresponda:
□ Hablan inglés, pero entienden español
□ Hablan Ingles, y no entienden español
□ No hablan inglés, sino otro idioma
□ Hablan inglés y español.
Si desea ampliar su respuesta. Por favor hágalo.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2.¿Cuáles son los países de procedencia más frecuentes de los pacientes extranjeros que usted
debe atender en su rol como auxiliar de laboratorio?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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3.¿Qué tan efectiva es la comunicación con los pacientes extranjeros?
Por favor marque con una X el porcentaje que se acerque más a su respuesta:
□ 1-25%
□ 26%-50%
□ 51%-75%
□ 76%-100%

4.De acuerdo a la labor que presta como auxiliar de laboratorio. ¿Qué tipo de información
cree que es necesaria conocer para lograr una comunicación efectiva con los pacientes
extranjeros?

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

DE ACUERDO CON LA SITUACIÓN
1.¿Siente que se puede comunicar eficazmente con un paciente extranjero? Por favor marque
con una X su respuesta.
Si __ No__
Si no puede, por favor explique que cree qué se lo impide.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. ¿Cree que se ve afectado su rol como profesional cuando no puede tener un proceso
comunicativo apropiado con un paciente extranjero?
Si__ No__
¿Por qué?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
3. ¿Cuales son las preguntas o indicaciones que necesariamente debe dar a los pacientes
extranjeros con mayor frecuencia?

-
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DE ACUERDO CON EL LENGUAGE

1. Cuando usted se encuentra en una situación en la cual usted no entiende lo que su paciente
le dice y el paciente tampoco entiende lo que usted le quiere decir, que es lo primero que
hace:
Por favor ordene de 1 a 5 dependiendo el grado de importancia. Representando 1 menor
importancia y 5 mayor importancia. Si una de las afirmaciones no corresponde a su caso por
favor deje el espacio en blanco.
1. Acudir a otra persona solicitando ayuda. ( )
2. Tratar de explicar con gestos o mímica. ( )
3. Llamar al traductor si lo hay para que le explique el procedimiento el paciente ( )
4. Le es indiferente si el paciente entiende o no ( )
5. Intenta comunicarse con el de acuerdo a los conocimientos que posee en lengua extranjera (
)
Si usted opina que existen otras formas por favor escríbalas
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________
2. Por favor describa por lo menos dos situaciones en las que ha sentido frustración o tristeza
por no poderse comunicar efectivamente con un paciente.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_

¡Gracias por su colaboración!
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APPENDIX 2.

ENTREVISTA

Nosotras Jaqueline Corredor y Marcela Gil Castro, estudiantes de XII semestre de
Licenciatura en Lengua Castellana, Inglés y Francés de la Universidad de La Salle, nos
encontramos trabajando en nuestro proyecto de grado basado en el diseño de material, soporte
para situaciones de emergencia comunicativa con extranjeros. La siguiente entrevista tiene
como objetivo recolectar información que será útil para este diseño.

1. ¿Que siente cuando no se puede comunicar efectivamente con un paciente extranjero?
2. ¿Podría por favor mencionar una situación en la cual haya sentido frustración u otro
tipo de sentimiento por no haberse podido comunicar efectivamente con un paciente
extranjero?
3. ¿Cómo cree usted que debería ser el material que podría ayudarla en su proceso
comunicativo con los pacientes extranjeros?
4. ¿Qué nivel de inglés posee usted? Básico, intermedio o avanzado.
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APPENDIX 2.
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTION

Nosotras Jacqueline Corredor y Marcela Gil Castro, estudiantes de XII semestre de
Licenciatura en Lengua Castellana, Inglés y Francés de la Universidad de La Salle, nos
encontramos trabajando en nuestro proyecto de grado basado en el diseño de material, soporte
para situaciones de emergencia comunicativa con extranjeros. La siguiente entrevista tiene
como objetivo recolectar información que será útil para este diseño.
¿Qué siente cuando no se puede comunicar efectivamente con un paciente extranjero?
Se siente impotencia. Pues….es difícil, porque cuando le va a dar uno las indicaciones al
paciente de cómo realizar sus exámenes no hay una libre comunicación, entonces, no se puede
llevar a cabo bien el proceso de atención al paciente.

¿Fuera de impotencia algo más? ¿Algún otro sentimiento?
Siento rabia porque mis conocimientos no son lo suficientes... No son como los adecuados
para poderme explicar con esa persona.

¿Ha sentido frustración u otro tipo de sentimiento por no haberse podido comunicarse
con un paciente extranjero?
* Si, cuando llegan acá los pacientes de Surinam, pues no se les puede indicar por ejemplo
cómo recoger un parcial de orina, cómo hacer un aseo previo para recoger determinado
examen. En este momento se siente frustración por no poder manejar el idioma de ellos.
* En una ocasión, cuando tenía que dar las instrucciones para que recogiera una orina de 24
horas me fue imposible que el señor me entendiera porque la información era demasiado
extensa y no tenía formas de comunicarme para que él me entendiera.
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¿Cómo cree usted que debería ser el material que podría ayudarla en su proceso
comunicativo con los pacientes extranjeros?
Pues… yo digo que sería bueno tener instructivos en varios idiomas, inglés, francés. Además,
tiene que ser muy didáctico, que tenga muchas imágenes, ehh, ehh…que tengas muchos
recursos audiovisuales. Y si está en inglés que tenga pronunciación.

¿Qué nivel de inglés posee usted? Básico, intermedio o avanzado.
La verdad no alcanza ni al nivel básico. No se casi nada en inglés. Solo se decir buenos días y
hasta luego.

¿Y utiliza estos conocimientos en el momento de atender los pacientes?
No, porque me da pena.

¿Y porqué le da pena?
Porque quizás nunca los he utilizado. Entonces no estoy acostumbrada a utilizarlos, me siento
insegura,
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7
APPENDIX 3. EXCERPTS NARRATIVE PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCE
I’m lab assistant since 9 years ago. In my job it is very common that you have to assist people
of other countries because a lot of people come to Colombia for doing different treatments. At
the beginning was very difficult the communication with them because I can’t to express
some thoughts that I had about different things.
In this moment, I remembered a specific situation a while ago, when a person of other country
makes me a question and I felt shame, fear and inability because I didn’t understand what he
was saying. That moment was terrible for me. I just knew how to say: sit down please and
what was your name? After that, I had the necessity to learn Basic English for improve my
communicative competence for that reason I started to study English.
… When people of other countries arrive to the lab I had to give some instructions in English.
There is an exam called feces collection, for this exam the patient should be collected feces in
a container. In that time I didn’t know how to say feces in English and I said please collect
here “material fecal”. But people logically they didn’t understand and they said sorry but I
“don’t understand”. Then, I said o.k. I’m going to try to explain in other way. I said: “I don’t
know if you understand me, but in a bad word means “shit”” They smiled and said me o.k.,
you can say feces. After that, I don’t forget this word; I think that it is very important when
you have a real contact with people of other countries because each person has the
opportunity to learn more about other cultures and other languages.
LAB ASSISTANT
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ANNEX 1. MATERIAL DESIGN.

SERVICIO DE APOYO:
COMUNICACIÓN INTERCULTURAL ENTRE PACIENTES Y
AUXILIARES DE LABORATORIO

MARCELA GIL CASTRO
JAQUELINE CORREDOR ARGUELLO
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Sección 1

AL LECTOR…

3

Al lector:
Este manual ha sido diseñado con la intención de desarrollar las competencias
comunicativas de las asistentes de laboratorio después de un profundo estudio de sus
necesidades en un ámbito intercultural.

Teniendo en cuenta que comunicarse no solo significa poseer una lengua sino que existen
diferentes maneras de trasmitir un mensaje, este material brindara la posibilidad de
adaptar sus mensajes verbales y no verbales de acuerdo con un contexto intercultural
comunicativo, es decir el proceso donde diferentes culturas interactúan unas con otras en
determinadas situaciones.

Actualmente en su lugar de trabajo usted se ve en la necesidad de comunicarse con
extranjeros y este material será una herramienta con la cual usted podrá contar para
ofrecer un buen servicio. Usted encontrará algunos consejos prácticos acerca de los
comportamientos de otras culturas que le facilitarán dentro de su proceso comunicativo
lograr efectividad a la hora de comunicarse en otra lengua.

Este manual cuenta con un lenguaje específico que le permitirá enfrentar situaciones
interculturales reales, ya que trabajar con vidas es una responsabilidad social. Además es
importante que usted pueda contar con un lenguaje técnico apropiado para llevar a cabo
ciertos procedimientos y contribuir así al mejoramiento de la atención de las
enfermedades del ser humano.
Por favor lea cuidadosamente este manual y asegúrese que usted puede entender cada una
de sus partes, este es el comienzo de su propio proceso de aprendizaje.

4

¡Bienvenido!

5

USTED LOGRARÁ
mejorar su competencia comunicativa frente a los pacientes extranjeros. En cada uno de
los espacios en los que habitan los seres humanos es necesario interactuar, siempre
teniendo en cuenta nuestro rol y el de los demás. En el campo laboral específicamente es
importante saber llegar a los demás sin estropear su privacidad o su cultura, esta sección
muestra algunas expresiones muy útiles para entablar una comunicación sencilla y eficaz
donde usted al momento de dirigirse a personas extranjeras se sienta comprendido y ellos
a su vez interpreten los mensajes de manera adecuada.
Practíquelas, tanto como pueda, con eso podrá asegurar que muy pronto harán parte
natural de su proceso comunicativo.

Recuerde que es normal encontrar diferencias culturales así que es importante que usted
las conozca y acepte como parte de su profesionalismo.

6

INSTRUCCIONES PARA EL
USO DE ESTE
CUADERNILLO

7

Antes de hacer uso de este cuadernillo tenga en cuenta las siguientes indicaciones:
 Este cuadernillo está dividido en siete secciones así:
1. Al lector. Donde usted encontrará una lectura sobre la temática e intención
general del material.
2. Pautas generales para interactuar en un ambiente intercultural en la cual
encontrara dos subtemas: Saludos y Servicio. Donde usted encontrará las
expresiones más usuales para iniciar una conversación mediante el saludo.
3. Consejos culturales. Que le darán una visión más cercana acerca de la cultura
de cada uno de los pacientes dependiendo de su nacionalidad.

Después de estas tres secciones usted encontrará los procedimientos para la toma
de cada muestra en el laboratorio. En cada una de estas secciones relacionadas con
procedimientos usted dispondrá de:
 Un vocabulario que le ayudara a reforzar y familiarizarse previamente con
el contenido de cada sección.
 La escritura en ingles la encontrara en MAYÚSCULA.
 La pronunciación en color rojo después de la oración en inglés.
 La acentuación de las palabras indicada con el símbolo

(^)

sobre la vocal

en la cual usted deberá aplicar mayor fuerza en el momento de la
pronunciación.
 Ayudas visuales que le facilitaran la comprensión de los procedimientos.
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 Encontrará además un apartado denominado “Algunos Casos Específicos”
que le ayudará en situaciones específicas que puedan ocurrir durante la
toma de una muestra.

4. Feces collection. Procedimiento para la recolección de materia fecal (Sangre
oculta).
5. Urine collection. Procedimiento para la recolección de orina.

6. 24 hour urine collection. Procedimiento para la recolección de orina de 24
horas.
7. Sample of blood. Procedimiento para la toma de la muestra de sangre.
Finalmente, los siguientes símbolos le indicaran:

Avisos importantes, para tener en cuenta durante la toma de
cada muestra.
Consejos profesionales, de gran ayuda para el desempeño de
su labor diaria.

Recuerde, dentro de esta elipse encontrará recordatorios importantes
durante la toma de la muestra.

Algunos casos específicos, se refiere a aquellas situaciones que
pueden ocurrir dentro de un procedimiento dependiendo de los
requerimientos del paciente.
Esperamos este cuadernillo pueda ser de gran ayuda en su desempeño profesional diario.

¡Mucha suerte!

9

Sección 2

PAUTAS GENERALES
PARA INTERACTUAR EN
UN AMBIENTE
INTERCULTURAL
10

2.1 Saludos

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Recuerde que una de las herramientas universales que se utiliza para iniciar un
proceso comunicativo es el saludo, el cual abre e invita a compartir un espacio
afectivo y de confianza.

Para lograr lo anterior, usted le dirá:

GOOD MORNING
/gûd môrning/
Buenos días

GOOD AFTERNOON
/gûd âfternun/
Buenas tardes

GOOD EVENING
/gûd îvning/
Buenas noches

11

Cuando usted se encuentre en una situación donde el paciente necesite de su
atención inmediata, usted podrá expresar su interés en lo que el pueda sentir,
preguntando:

I’M FINE

HOW ARE YOU?

/âm fâin/

/jâu ar iu/

Estoy bien

¿Cómo esta usted?

PREGUNTAS

POSIBLES RESPUESTAS

(asistente de Laboratorio)

(paciente)

GOOD

BAD

/gûd/

/bad/

Bien

Mal

I’M OK

I’MTIRED

ARE YOU O.K.?

/âm okei/

/âm tâired/

/ar iu okei/

Estoy bien

Estoy Cansado

SO SO

I’M HUNGRY

/sôu sôu/

/âm jângri/

Mas o menos

Tengo hambre

HOW ARE YOU?
/jâu ar iu/
¿Cómo esta usted?

¿Está usted bien?
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2.2 Servicio

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Para expresar su interés en ofrecer un servicio adecuado y para hacer sentir
al paciente bien, exprésele su interés frente a sus necesidades de manera
cordial así el pueda sentir su deseo de servicio.

Para lograr lo anterior, usted le dirá:

HOW CAN I HELP YOU SIR/MADAM?
/jau kanâi jelpiu ser/madam/
¿Puedo ayudarlo señor/señora?

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
No se encontraron elementos de tabla de contenido.Es probable que el
paciente sienta miedo y nervios al momento de visitar un ambiente
hospitalario. Si esto ocurre cuando usted realice algún procedimiento utilice
expresiones para tratar de calmar y brindar seguridad al paciente.

Para lograr lo anterior, usted dirá:

THIS IS GONNA TAKE A MINUTE. IT WON’T HURT!
/disis gona teik a minit. It uont jart/
Esto solo va a tomar un minuto. No lo lastimaré!

11

DON’T WORRY
/dont uorry/
No se preocupe

CALM DOWN
/calm daun/
Tranquilo.

 Si usted debe puncionar más de una vez al paciente exprésele su
preocupación diciéndole:

I’M REALLY SO SORRY BUT I HAVE TO MAKE A VENOUS
PUNCTURE, AGAIN.
/âm riili sôu sorri bat ai jaf to meik a viinos pânkcher, eguein./
Lo siento mucho, pero tengo que hacerle de nuevo la venopunción.

 La siguiente expresión, usted la utiliza principalmente en estos casos:






cuando
cuando
cuando
cuando
cuando

usted
usted
usted
usted
usted

comete un error
desea llamar la atención de alguien
hace una pregunta
pregunta algún tipo de información
interrumpe una conversación

EXCUSE ME
/êkskius mi/
Discúlpeme

 La siguiente expresión, usted la utiliza principalmente en este caso:
 cuando usted no escucha lo que alguien acaba de decir

I BEG YOUR PARDON
/ai bêg iur pârdon/
Perdone usted

12

SORRY ABOUT THAT
/sori abaut dat/
Lo siento

 Si el paciente se niega a continuar con el procedimiento intente
convencerlo diciéndole

IF YOU WANT, I COULD TRY AGAIN
/if iu uânt, ai cûd trai êgein/
si usted lo desea, yo puedo intentarlo de nuevo.

 Si el paciente no le entiendo, utilice la mímica como otro recurso
comunicativo.
 Si el paciente se niega de nuevo solicite ayuda a otra persona.

 Si el paciente extranjero expresa su agradecimiento después de
terminado el procedimiento usted podría escuchar algunas de las
siguientes expresiones:

THANK YOU
(tênkiu)
Gracias

MANY THANKS
/mêni tâns/
Muchas gracias

THANKS SO MUCH
/Tâns sôu mâch/
Muchas gracias
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THANKS A LOT
/Tâns a lot/
Muchísimas gracias

THANKS VERY MUCH
/tâns very mâch/
Un millón de gracias

I APPRECIATE YOUR HELP
/ai apriciêit iur jelp/
yo aprecio su ayuda

I’M VERY GRATEFUL TO YOU
/âm veri grêtful tu iu/
Le estoy muy agradecido

 A lo anterior usted podrá responder:

WITH PLEASURE
/uît plêchear/
Con mucho gusto

IT IS A PLEASURE TO HELP YOU
/it is a plêchear tu jelpiu/
Es un placer ayudarlo

YOUR WELCOME
/îur uelcom/
De nada.

DON’T MENTION IT
/dont menchionît/
De nada
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IT’S OK.
/its okey/
De nada.

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Para terminar con amabilidad el servicio que usted le ha prestado al
paciente es importante que le permita conocer su interés en lo que el
pueda necesitar adicionalmente, así que pregúntele de la siguiente manera:

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE I CAN DO FOR YOU SIR/MADAM?
/is der eniting els ai can du for iu ser / madam/
Hay algo más que yo pueda hacer por usted señor/señora?

 Si el tipo de examen requiere que el paciente regrese, a continuación
encontrará algunas frases que usted podrá utilizar:

I WAIT FOR YOU WITHIN TWO HOURS
/ai ueît for iu uidin tu auars/
Lo espero antes de dos horas

SEE YOU ON MONDAY
/si iuon mândei/
Nos vemos el lunes
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CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
En caso de que se presente algún problema comunicativo con un paciente
extranjero no se preocupe, mantenga la calma y utilice las siguientes
opciones permitiendo así que la conversación continué su curso.

DO YOU SPEAK IN ENGLISH?
/du iu spîk in înglich/
¿Usted habla inglés?

PLEASE, SPEAK A LITTLE MORE SLOWLY
/pliis spîk a lirol mor slôuly/
Tenga la bondad de hablar más despacio.

EXCUSE ME, BUT I DONT UNDERSTAND
/Êkskius mi, bât ai dônt ânderstand/
Perdone, pero no comprendo

DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME NOW?
/du iu ânderstand mi nau/
Me entiende ahora

OH, NOW I UNDERSTAND
/oh, nau ai ânderstand/
Ah, ya entiendo
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2.3 VOCABULARIO PARA PROCEDIMIENTOS
VOCABULARY FOR COMMON PROCEDURES
El siguiente vocabulario le servirá como complemento a frases utilizadas en las
secciones anteriores y posteriores ya que le permitirá extender o cambiar
algunas de las palabras, dependiendo de la situación comunicativa a la cual se
vaya a enfrentar.
DIAS DE LA SEMANA

LUNES MARTES MIERCOLES JUEVES VIERNES SÁBADO DOMINGO
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

/mândei/

/tîusdei/

/uênsdei/

/têrsdei/

/frâidei/

/sâturdei/

/sândei/

NÚMEROS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
20
30
40

ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE
TEN
ELEVEN
TWELVE
TWENTY
THIRTY
FORTY

/uân/
/tû/
/tri/
/fôr/
/Faiv/
/sîks/
/sêven/
/êit/
/nâin/
/tên/
/ilêven/
/tuêlv/
/tuênti/
/tîrti/
/fôrti/
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Sección 3

CONSEJOS
CULTURALES
18

A

continuación encontrará algunos consejos culturales ya que este material

como se ha dicho antes tiene como propósito mejorar la comunicación con
personas extranjeras lo cual implica que usted pueda conocer un poco acerca
de su comportamiento cuando interactúa con otras personas. Es importante
leerlas y tenerlas en cuenta, esto beneficiará la comunicación durante la
conversación. Recuerde que si usted puede conocer las diferencias culturales
puede llegar más fácilmente al paciente y de manera más cercana haciéndolo
sentir como en casa. Sin embargo no olvide que el comportamiento humano en
general abarca importantes diferencias y es necesario tolerarlas para generar
en usted una conciencia intercultural.
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SALUDOS

Existen algunos consejos culturales que son aplicables en
todas las culturas en este caso son los títulos, a continuación presentamos
como usted debe hacer uso de los títulos cuando se quiere llamar por el nombre
a un paciente procedente de Surinam, China, Alemania, Norteamérica, etc. el
título deberá ir seguido del apellido, observe los siguientes ejemplos:

Título

Inglés

Pronunciación

Ejemplo

Sr. Señor

Mr.

/mister/

Mr. Brown

Sra. Señora

Mrs.

/misis/

Mrs. Talbolt

Sta. Señorita

Miss

/mis/

Miss Heather
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LA GENTE DE SURINAM

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ UBICADO?
Surinam
(Suramérica)

21

 La gente de Surinam tienden a ser directa y decir lo que ellos piensan.
Ellos valoran que en las relaciones haya armonía así que es importante
que usted evite cualquier tipo de presión o confrontación.
 Asegúrese de decir siempre "please".
 La gente de Surinam le gusta tener contacto directo con los ojos de
quien esta hablando. Evitar el contacto con los ojos puede ser visto como
un comportamiento sospechoso.
 Ellos por lo general tienden a estar muy cerca de la persona con la que se
están comunicando, dependiendo de la situación. Esto puede ser
diferente según los antecedentes étnicos: Africano, Amerindio, Indio,
Chino, Portugués o Europeo.
 Ellos son muy directos. La honestidad es apreciada y esperada.
 El humor juega un papel importante dentro de la comunicación.
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LA GENTE DE CHINA

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ UBICADO?

China
(Asia)

 Los chinos que hablan inglés, lo hacen de una manera breve y simple.
 No les gustan las bromas porque ellos no pueden traducir bien y esto
puede causar malentendidos. Les agrada que la conversación se lleve
despacio y toman bastante tiempo para entender la información
correctamente.
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 La gente de China se sienten cómodos manteniendo distancia de 30 a 50
centímetros cuando están interactuando con alguien que acaban de
conocer. En la conversación, no es habitual tocarse, a no ser que sea
entre familias o amigos íntimos.
 El chino tiende a tener más contacto visual durante la conversación
aunque esto no aplica en todos los casos.
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LA GENTE DE ALEMANIA

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ UBICADO?

Alemania
(Europa)

 Los alemanes tienden a mantener la distancia.
 Es común el contacto visual intenso y directo. Mirar a lo lejos es un signo
de desinterés y se interpreta como un comportamiento poco educado. 
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 No de su opinión sobre cosas, artículos, tradiciones o historia a no ser
que usted sea un experto sobre el tema.
 Tenga en cuenta que la pregunta común americana “¿qué hace usted?
(What do you do?)” es considerada grosera y demasiado personal.
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LA GENTE NORTEAMERICANA

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ UBICADO?

Estados Unidos
de América
Norte América)
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 Evite los comentarios sobre habilidades de lengua, capacidades sociales,
comportamiento, creencia, hábitos personales ya que son considerados
descortés.
 Corregir la pronunciación del otro puede verse muy mal.
 Usted puede pedir claridad o repetición durante una conversación sin
embargo hacerlo de manera excesiva o repetida debe ser evitado. Opte
por buscar alternativas para comunicarse o resolver alguna confusión
dentro de la interacción.
 Señalar a alguien se considera una ofensa en la mayor parte de las
culturas americanas. Es mejor usar la mano entera.
 Evite hacer algún tipo de comentario negativo sobre la condición física
de una persona, como por ejemplo " usted parece cansado (You look
tired)” "¿esta usted bien? (Are you okay?)”, "Usted no tiene buen
aspecto (You don't look well)" a no ser que ellos tengan un diagnostico
médico delicado.
 Para los americanos es descortés tocar el abdomen de una mujer
embarazada. Esta condición es considerada sumamente personal.
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Sección 5

RECOLECCIÓN DE
MATERIA FECAL
(SANGRE OCULTA)
FECES COLLECTION
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VOCABULARIO PARA LA RECOLECCION DE MATERIA FECAL
FECES COLLECTION VOCABULARY

AIRTIGHT
CONTAINER

SAMPLE

PATIENT

/ êrtait contêner /

/sâmpol/

/pêshant/

Recipiente
hermético

Muestra

Paciente

LABEL

FORMAT

/lêibol/

/fòrmat/

Etiqueta

Formato
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FECES COLLECTION
/fisis/ /colêkchion/
RECOLECCIÓN DE MATERIA FECAL (SANGRE OCULTA)

THIS TEST IS USED FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF PARASITISM
OR SOME INFECTION OF INTESTINAL TYPE.
/Dis test is iusd for de daiagnôsis of parasitism or som infêkchion of intestinal
taip./
Este examen es utilizado para el diagnóstico de parasitismo o alguna infección de tipo
intestinal.

REMEMBER: Patient has to follow the
instructions in order to collect the sample.
/rimêmber: pêcheant jas to folou de instrâkchions in
order tu côlekt de sâmpol/
RECUERDA: El paciente debe seguir las siguientes
indicaciones para la recolección de la muestra.
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 The patient
ingest the following foods for two days before the test:
/de pêchaent chud nout inyest de fôlouing fûds for tu deis bifor de test/
El paciente NO DEBE ingerir 2 días antes del examen los siguientes alimentos:

MEAT
/miit/
(Carne)

BLOOD SAUSAGE
/Blad sôsidch/
(Rellena)

BROCCOLI
/ brâkoli/
(Brócoli)

RED RADISH
/red redich/
(Rábano)

CAULIFLOWER
/ côliflauer /
(Coliflor)

BEET
/biit/
(Remolacha)

BANANA
/ bânana /
(Banano)

APPLE
/ âpol /
(Manzana)

GRAPES
/ greps /
(Uvas)

LENTIL
/ lêntil /
(Lentejas)

BEANS
/bins/
(Fríjoles)

CHICKPEAS
/ chîkpis /
(Garbanzos)

LIQUOR
/ lîker /
Bebida alcohólica

ASPIRIN
/ âspirin /
(Aspirina)
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Important: the sample SHOULD NOT be frozen.
/impôrtant: de sâmpol chud not bi frôuzen/
Importante: la muestra NO DEBE ser refrigerada.

FECES SHOULD BE COLLECTED IN AN AIRTIGHT CONTAINER.
/fisis chud bi colectd in an êrtait contêner /
Las heces deben ser recolectadas en un recipiente hermético.

AFTER SAMPLE COLLECTION, THE SAMPLE SHOULD BE TAKEN
TO THE LAB WITHIN 2 HOURS
/ âfter sâmpol colêkchion, de sâmpol chud bi têiken tu de lâb uidin tu auars /
Después de recogida la muestra, debe ser llevada al laboratorio antes de 2 horas.
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CONFIRM THAT THE PERSON WHO RECEIVED YOUR SAMPLE
PUTS THE CORRECT LABEL WITH YOUR CORRECT NAMES.
/confîrm da de person ju riciv iur sâmpol puts de côrrect lêibol uit iur côrrekt
neims /
Confirme que la persona quien recibe su muestra coloque la etiqueta con sus nombres
y apellidos correctos.

DO NOT FORGET TO BRING THE RECEIPT OR FORMAT THAT
THE LAB ASSISTANT GIVES YOU TO ASK FOR THE LAB
REPORT.
/ dônt fôrget tu bring de rîsiit or fôrmat dat de lâb assistênt guiviu tu ask for
de lâb repôrt/
No olvide traer el formato que la auxiliar de laboratorio le entrega para reclamar sus
resultados.
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 A continuación encontrará algunas expresiones que le ayudaran a
desenvolverse en ciertas situaciones comunicativas con extranjeros y a
su vez podrá asegurar que los procedimientos se cumplen
adecuadamente.

ALGUNOS CASOS ESPECIFICOS

Para algunos exámenes es indispensable conocer cierta información acerca de
las condiciones previas del paciente, confirmando de esta manera que se esta
cumpliendo con los requerimientos establecidos por la institución frente a los
protocolos para la toma de muestra.

En este caso usted preguntará al paciente:

DID YOU FOLLOW THE DIET THAT WE SUGGEST YOU?
/ did iu fôlou de dâiet da ui sayest iu /
Siguió la dieta sugerida

WHAT TIME DID YOU COLLECT THE SAMPLE?
/ uat taim di iu colêkt de sâmpol /
A que horas recolecto la muestra

ARE YOU TAKING ANY MEDICINE?
/ ar iu tèiking eni mêdicin /
¿Toma usted algún medicamento?

WHICH ONE?
/wuich/
¿Cuál?
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 En el caso en que el paciente ya traiga recogida la muestra al momento
de usted
atenderlo en el laboratorio deberá hacer las siguientes
preguntas:

DID YOU TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT
WERE GIVEN FOR COLLECTING THE SAMPLE?
/did iu têik intu acâunt de instrâkchions dat uer guîven for colêkting de
sâmpol/
¿Usted tuvo en cuenta las indicaciones que le fueron dadas para la recolección de la
muestra?

 Si el paciente no cumplió con las indicaciones o si no llevo la muestra,
usted debe recordarle las instrucciones correspondientes.
(Ver arriba indicaciones RECOLECCION DE MATERIAL FECAL)

 Si el paciente requiere que el resultado de su examen le sea entregado con
urgencia usted le dirá:

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT IN TWO HOURS.
/iu can ask for iur lâb ripôrt in tu auars /
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Usted puede reclamar sus resultados en 2 horas.

 En caso contrario, usted le dirá

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT AFTER 4:00 p.m.
/ iu can ask for iur lâb ripôrt âfter for pi em /
Usted puede reclamar sus resultados de laboratorio después de las 4:00 p.m.

 No olvide aclarar al paciente que si no puede reclamar personalmente los
resultados deberá diligenciar el formato donde autoriza la entrega de
resultados a otra persona. Usted le podrá decir:

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT
PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO
AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
/ if iu ar no gôing tu ask for de lâb ripôrt pêrsonali. Pliis fil dis fôrmat ap in
order tu âtoraisd a person /
Si usted no va a reclamar los resultados personalmente, por favor diligencie el
formato autorizando a otra persona.

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS
FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
Name:__________________________ID Number:__________________
I authorize to ____________________with ID Number:______________ to ask for my lab report.
(Full name)

Signature:_____________________ Date:________________________
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Sección 6

RECOLECCIÓN DE
ORINA
URINE COLLECTION
38

VOCABULARIO DE LA MUESTRA DE ORINA
URINE COLLECTION VOCABULARY

URINE

KIDNEY

BATHROOM

/iûrin/

/Kîdni/

/bâtrum/

Orina

Riñon

Baño

NICOLAS HEATHER

TOILET

RECEPTACLE

NAME

/tôilet/

/ricêpticol/

/neim/

Sanitario

Recipient

Nombre
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URINE COLLECTION
/iûrin colêkchion)
RECOLECCIÓN DE ORINA

THIS TEST IS USED TO DETECT URINARY INFECTIONS OR
FAILURE IN THE KIDNEY
/dis test is iusd tu ditêkt iûrinari infêkchions or fêlier in de kîdni/
Este examen sirve para descartar infecciones urinarias o insuficiencia renal.

REMEMBER: Patient has to follow the
instructions in order to collect the sample.
/rimêmber: pêchant jas to folou de instrâkchions in order
tu côlekt de sâmpol/
RECUERDA: El paciente debe seguir las siguientes
indicaciones para la recolección de la muestra.

 A continuación usted encontrará las instrucciones que debe dar al
paciente para la recolección de la muestra de orina.
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 Cuando usted le entrega al paciente el recipiente para recolectar la
muestra de orina, usted le dirá:

YOU HAVE AN
URINE TEST
/iu jav an iûrin test/
Usted tiene un examen de
orina

PLEASE GO TO THE BATHROOM TO COLLECT THE SAMPLE,
BEFORE MAKE A PREVIOUS CLEANLINESS WASHING YOUR
GENITALS
41

/pliis gou tu de bâtrum tu colêkt de sâmpol, bifôr meik a privius klenlines
uâching iur yênitals) /
Por favor vaya al baño para recolectar la muestra, antes haga una limpieza previa
lavando sus genitales.

RELEASE THE FIRST PART OF THE URINE INTO THE TOILET.
/rilis de ferst part of de iûrin intu de tôilet/
Evacue la primera parte de la orina en el sanitario.

THE SAMPLE SHOULD BE COLLECTED FROM THE MIDDLE
STREAM OF THE URINE FILLING AT LEAST HALF OF THE
RECEPTACLE.
/de sâmpol chud bi colêktd from de mîdol striim of de iûrin filing at liist jaf of
de ricêpticol/
La muestra debe ser recogida de la mitad del chorro de la orina llenando el frasco a la
mitad como mínimo.

CLOSE THE CONTAINER WELL AND ENSURE THAT IT IS
COVERED.
/clous de contêiner uel and enchûr da it is coverd/
Asegure bien la tapa del recipiente.
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DO NOT FORGET TO CONFIRM THAT THE PERSON WHO
RECEIVED YOUR SAMPLE PUTS THE CORRECT LABEL WITH
YOUR CORRECT NAMES.
/dont forgêt cônfirm da de person ju reciv iur sâmpol puts de corrêkt lêibol
uid iur corrêkt neims/
No olvide confirmar que la persona quien recibe su muestra coloque la etiqueta con sus
nombres y apellidos correctos.

DO NOT FORGET TO BRING THE RECEIPT OR FORMAT THAT
LAB ASSISTANT GIVES YOU TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT.
/dont forgêt tu bring de risiit or fôrmat dat lâb asistênt guiviu tu ask for de
lab ripôrt /
No olvide traer el formato que la auxiliar de laboratorio le entrega para reclamar sus
resultados.

 En caso de que el paciente no haya recogido la muestra de orina en el
laboratorio, usted deberá dar las siguientes indicaciones:

PLEASE HAND IN THE SAMPLE TO THE LAB AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE (WITHIN TWO HOURS).
/pliis jandin de sâmpol tu de lâb as sun as pôsibol (uidin tu auars)/
Entregue la muestra en el laboratorio tan pronto como sea posible (en menos de dos
horas).
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 A continuación usted podrá encontrar algunas situaciones específicas
que podrán ser de gran ayuda cuando usted se encuentre con la situación
de atender un paciente extranjero.

ALGUNOS CASOS ESPECIFICOS

Para algunos exámenes es indispensable conocer cierta información acerca de
las condiciones previas del paciente, confirmando de esta manera que se esta
cumpliendo con los requerimientos establecidos por la institución frente a
los protocolos para la toma de muestra.

Con el propósito de confirmar si la muestra fue correctamente recogida usted
podrá hacer las siguientes preguntas.

DID YOU TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE INSTRUCTIONS THAT
WERE GIVEN FOR COLLECTING THE SAMPLE?
/did iu teik intu acâunt de instrâkchions dat uer guîven for colêkting de
sâmpol/
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¿Usted tuvo en cuenta las indicaciones que le fueron dadas para la recolección de la
muestra?

DID YOU COLLECT THE URINE DOING A PREVIOUS CLEANING
TO THE GENITAL AREA?
/did iu colêckt de iûrin duing a privius cliining tu de yênital êria/
¿Recolecto la orina realizando previo aseo en el área genital?

WAS IT THE FIRST MORNING URINE?
/Uos it de fêrst môrning iûrin/
¿Fue la primera orina de la mañana?

WHAT TIME DID YOU COLLECT THE URINE SAMPLE?
/uat taim did iu colêckt de iûrin sâmpol/
¿A que hora recogió la muestra de orina?

DO YOU HAVE YOUR MENSTRUATION PERIOD?
/du iu jaf iur menstrûeichion pîriod/
¿Tiene usted su periodo menstrual?

 Si el paciente no cumplió con las indicaciones o si no llevó la muestra usted
le deberá explicar de nuevo las instrucciones correspondientes.
(Ver arriba las indicaciones RECOLECCIÓN DE ORINA).
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 Si el paciente requiere que el resultado de su examen le sea entregado
con urgencia usted le dirá:

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT IN TWO HOURS.
/iu can ask for iur lâb ripôrt in tu auars/
Usted puede reclamar sus resultados en 2 horas.

En caso contrario, usted le dirá

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT AFTER 4:00 p.m.
/iu can ask for iur lâb ripôrt âfter for pi em/
Usted puede reclamar sus resultados después de las 4:00 p.m.

 No olvide aclarar al paciente que si no puede reclamar personalmente los
resultados deberá diligenciar el formato donde autoriza la entrega de
resultados a otra persona. Usted le podrá decir:

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT
PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO
AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
/if iu ar no gôing tu ask for de lâb ripôrt pêrsonali. Pliis fil dis fôrmat ap in
ôrder tu autôraisd a person/
Si usted no va a reclamar los resultados personalmente, por favor diligencie el
formato autorizando a otra persona.

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS
FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
Name:__________________________ID Number:__________________
I authorize to ____________________with ID Number:______________ to ask for my lab report.
(Full name)

Signature:_____________________ Date:________________________
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Sección 7

RECOLECCIÓN ORINA
DE 24 HORAS
47

24 HOUR URINE
COLLECTION

24 HOUR URINE COLLECTION
/tuênti for aurs iurin colêkchion/
RECOLECCIÓN ORINA DE 24 HORAS

THIS TEST IS TO ESTABLISH THE RENAL FUNCTION
/dis test is tu estâblich de riinal fânkchion/
Este examen es para establecer la función renal

REMEMBER: Patient has to follow the
instructions in order to collect the sample.
/rimêmber: pêcheant jas to folou de instrâkchions in
order tu côlekt de sâmpol/
RECUERDA: El paciente debe seguir las siguientes
indicaciones para la recolección de la muestra.
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CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Por tratarse de un procedimiento que abarca varios pasos necesarios para
lograr una adecuada recolección de la muestra. Es recomendable que usted
le explique al paciente de la siguiente manera:

PLEASE, FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR COLLECTING A 24
HOUR URINE SAMPLE CAREFULLY.
/pliis, folou de instrâkchions for colêkting a tuênti for auars iûrin sâmpol
kêrfuli/
Por favor, siga cuidadosamente las siguientes instrucciones para recolectar una orina
de 24 horas.

WHEN YOU WAKE UP IN THE MORNING START TO COLLECT
YOUR URINE
/uen iu ueik ap in de môrning start tu colêkt iur iûrin/
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Cuando se despierte en la mañana inicie la recolección de su orina.

YOU SHOULD NOT COLLECT THE FIRST URINE IN THE
RECEPTACLE.
/Iu chud not colêkt de fêrst iûrin in de ricêpticol/
No debe recoger la primera orina en el recipiente.

PLEASE THROW OUT OR DISCARD THE FIRST URINE INTO
THE TOILET.
/pliis tru aut or dîscard de fêrst iûrin intu de tôilet
Por favor deseche o descarte la primera orina en el baño.

AFTERWARDS, DURING THE NEXT 24 HOURS, YOU MUST
COLLECT ALL THE URINE AND KEEP IT IN THE RECEPTACLE.
/after uords, diûring de nekst tuênti for auars, iu mast colêkt ol de iûrin and
kipet in de ricêpticol/
Luego, durante las siguientes 24 horas, usted debe recoger toda la orina y
guárdela en el recipiente.

E.G.: IF YOU GET UP AT 6:00 O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING , YOU
SHOULD DISCARD THE FIRST URINE BUT FROM THEN ON
YOU SHOULD COLLECT ALL THE URINE UNTIL 6:00 A.M. OF
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THE NEXT DAY (24 HOURS) IN THE RECEPTACLE THAT IT
WAS HANDED AT THE LAB.
/for exampol, if iu get ap at six oclok in de morning. iu chud diskard de ferst iurin bat
from den on iu chud colekt ol de iurin antil six oclok in de morning of de nekts dei. (
tuenti for auars) in the riceptikol dat it uos janded at de lâb/

Ejm: Si usted se levanta a las 6:00 a.m., usted debe descartar la primera orina.
Pero a partir de ese momento usted debe recoger toda la orina hasta las 6:00
a.m. del siguiente día (24 horas) en el recipiente que le fue entregado en el
laboratorio.

IMPORTANTE: el recipiente debe ser guardado en un lugar
fresco.

IMPORTANT: THE RECIPIENT SHOULD BE KEPT IN A FRESH
PLACE.
/de rîcipiant chud bi kept in a frech pleis/

IMPORTANTE: No olvide aconsejar al paciente esto:

PLEASE, CONTINUE YOUR DAILY ROUTINE DO NOT MAKE
ANY KIND OF CHANGES.
/pliis,
contîniu
iur dâialy
rutindiaria,
du notno
meik
eniningún
chenyes/
Por favor,
continué
su rutina
haga
tipo de cambios.

 En el caso en que el paciente le pregunte que si la muestra de orina
puede ser refrigerada o no, usted le dirá:

YOU HAVE TWO POSSIBILITIES
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/iu jav tu pasibîlitis/
Usted tiene dos posibilidades

1. YOU
REFRIGERATE THE SAMPLE
canCAN
rifrîdgereit
Usted /iu
la puede
refrigerar de sâmpol/

2. /priisêrv
PRESERVE
ROOM TEMPERATURE
it atIT
rumAT
têmpretcher/
Mantener
a temperatura
ambiente

PLEASE, WRITE DOWN ON THE LABEL OF THE RECEPTACLE
YOUR NAME, IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, AGE, THE DATE
AND THE TIME YOU STARTED AND THE DATE AND THE
TIME IN WHICH YOU FINISHED COLLECTING THE LAST
SAMPLE.
/pliis, rait daun on de lêibol of de ricêptikol iur neim, aidentifikêichion
namber, eidch, de deit and de taim iu startid and de dei and de taim in uich
iu finichd colêkting de last sâmpol/
Por favor, escriba en el rótulo del recipiente su nombre, número de
identificación, edad, la fecha y la hora en que inició la recolección y la
fecha y la hora en la cual usted terminó de recoger la última muestra.
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24 HOUR URINE COLLECTION
Name:______________________ ID Number:__________________

Age: ________

(Full name)

Please write down date and time of the first sample:
Date: ________________ Time: ______________
Please write down date and time of the last sample:
Signature:_____________________ Date:________________________

WHEN YOU FINISH THE COLLECTION. GIVE THE
RECEPTACLE IN AT THE LAB BEFORE ONE HOUR. THERE, A
LAB ASSISTANT WILL TAKE A SAMPLE OF BLOOD FROM
YOU IF IT IS NECESSARY.
/uen iu fînich de colêktchion. Guiv de ricêptikol in at de lâb bifor uan auar.
Dear, a lâb asistênt uil têik a sâmpol of blad from iu if it is nêcesari./
Cuando finalice la recolección Entregue la muestra recolectada en el
laboratorio antes de una hora. Allí, una persona le tomará una muestra de
sangre de ser necesario.

 Si el paciente requiere que el resultado de su examen le sea entregado
con for
urgencia
lein
dirá:
YOU
ASK
YOUR
LAB
REPORT
IN TWO HOURS.
/iu
canCAN
ask
iur FOR
lâbusted
ripôrt
tu
auars/
Usted
puede
reclamar
sus
resultados
en 2 horas.


En caso contrario, usted le dirá
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YOU
ASK
YOUR
LAB
/iu
canCAN
ask for
iur FOR
lâb ripôrt
âfter
forREPORT
pi em/ deAFTER
Usted
puede
reclamar
sus
resultados
después
las 4:004:00
p.m. p.m.

 No olvide aclarar al paciente que si no puede reclamar personalmente los
resultados deberá diligenciar el formato donde autoriza la entrega de
resultados a otra persona. Usted le podrá decir:

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK THE LAB REPORT
PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO
AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
/if iu ar no gôing tu ask for de lâb ripôrt pêrsonali. Pliis fil dis fôrmat ap in
order tu âtoraisd a person/
Si usted no va a reclamar los resultados personalmente, por favor diligencie el
formato autorizando a otra persona.
IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS
FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
Name:__________________________ID Number:__________________
I authorize to ____________________with ID Number:______________ to ask for my lab report.
(Full name)

Signature:_____________________ Date:________________________
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Sección 7
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SAMPLE OF BLOOD
MUESTRA DE SANGRE
VOCABULARIO DE LA MUESTRA DE SANGRE
SAMPLE OF BLOOD VOCABULARY

BLOOD

IDENTITY CARD

VENOUS PUNCTURE

/blad/

/aidêntiti card/

/viinos pânktcher/

Sangre

Documento de Identificación

Venopunción

HAEMATOMA

BRUISE

STOMACH

/hiimâtouma/

/brus/

/stâmek/

Hematoma

Morado

Estomago
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JACKET

SIT DOWN

STRETCH YOUR ARM

/iâket/

/sit daun/

/stretch iur arm/

Chaqueta

Sentarse

Estire su brazo

NEEDLE
/nidol/

COTTON WOOL
/côton wu/

BAND-AID
/banded/

Aguja

Algodón

Cura

SAMPLE OF BLOOD
/sampol of blad/
MUESTRA DE SANGRE

THE FUNCIONALITY OF THE BLOOD TEST DEPENDS ON THE
MEDICAL CRITERIA IN ORDER TO CONFIRM OR TO RULE OUT
A DIAGNOSIS.
/de fânkchionaliti of the blad test dipênds on de mêdical craîtiria in order to
cônfirm or to rul aut a daiagnôsis/
La funcionalidad de los exámenes de sangre dependen del criterio médico para
confirmar o descartar un diagnostico.

 Este es un saludo de presentación donde usted solicita cierta
información que le ayudara a entablar un primer contacto sencillo y
amable.
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GOOD MORNING. MY
NAME IS NEYIRETH
GALARZA.
/gûd môrning. Mai neim is
Buenos dias. Mi
Neyireth Galarza.

nombre

es

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Es importante comunicarle al paciente que usted solo maneja un nivel básico
de inglés, para que el comprenda que la comunicación que se llevará a cabo
entre ustedes, necesita de una negociación donde cada uno debe poner de
su parte para llegar a entenderse mutuamente, comprendiendo que existen
diferencias culturales.

Para lograr lo anterior. Usted le dirá:

I JUST KNOW BASIC ENGLISH.
/Ai iast nou bêisik inglich/
Solo se Inglés básico
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 Después de esta aclaración continué su presentación de la siguiente
manera:

I’M A LAB ASSISTANT.
/am a lâb asistênt/
Yo soy auxiliar de laboratorio.

COULD YOU PLEASE REMIND ME WHAT YOUR NAME IS?
/cud iu pliis rimâind mi uat iur neim i?
Podría por favor recordarme su nombre?

AND YOUR IDENTITY CARD NUMBER? THANK YOU!
/and iur aidêntiti card namber? Tênkiu!/
y su número de identificación_________? ¡Gracias!

RECUERDE: Antes de iniciar el examen, el
paciente debe conocer todo el procedimiento y las
posibles consecuencias.
Usted debe decir al paciente:

IT IS YOUR RIGHT AS A PATIENT TO KNOW THAT I’M GOING
TO MAKE A VENOUS PUNCTURE.
/it is iur rait as a pêchant tu nou dat am gôing tu meik a viinos pânktcher/
Es su derecho como paciente conocer que yo voy a realizarle una venopunción.
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IT IS POSSIBLE THAT AFTER THE PROCEDURE YOU COULD
PRESENT A HAEMATOMA, WHICH MEANS A BRUISE.
/it is pôsibol dat âfter de prociider iu cud presênt a hiimâtouma, uich mins a
brus/
Mi deber es informarle que es posible que después del procedimiento usted pueda
presentar un hematoma, es decir un morado.

NOW THAT YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS, DO YOU WANT ME TO
CONTINUE WITH THE PROCEDURE?
/nau dat iu nou abaut dis, du iu uant mi tu contîniu uit de prociider/
Después de saber esto, ¿Está usted de acuerdo que continúe con el procedimiento?

ALGUNOS CASOS ESPECIFICOS

Para algunos exámenes es indispensable conocer cierta información acerca de
las condiciones previas del paciente, confirmando de esta manera que se esta
cumpliendo con los requerimientos establecidos por la institución frente a los
protocolos para la toma de muestra.

En este momento usted obtendrá una respuesta por parte del paciente. Si el
paciente responde en forma afirmativa usted podrá continuar formulando
preguntas que le ofrecerán la información necesaria para lograr obtener una
muestra adecuada logrando así resultados óptimos.
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HAVE YOU EATEN ANYTHING TODAY?
/jav iu iten êniting tudêi?/
¿Comió algo hoy en la mañana?

 Es posible que el paciente responda de una manera corta diciendo:

YES OR NO
/ies or no/
Si o No

 Pero también es posible que responda de una forma larga diciendo:

I HAVEN’T EATEN ANYTHING
/ai jâvent iten êniting/
Estoy en ayunas

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
En el caso de obtener una respuesta afirmativa a esta pregunta usted
deberá explicar al paciente que es importante seguir con las indicaciones
para obtener un resultado confiable ya que de esto depende su salud.

Usted logrará explicar lo anterior, utilizando la siguiente frase:

THIS TEST SHOULD BE TAKEN ON AN EMPTY STOMACH.
/dis test chud bi têiken on an èmpti stâmek/
Este examen debe tomarse en ayunas
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 A continuación encontrará el procedimiento que se lleva a cabo durante
la toma de una muestra de sangre.
Este material ha sido creado no solo con el propósito de cumplir con
ciertos procedimientos técnicos sino también pretende tener en cuenta
los pensamientos, sentimientos y puntos de vista de los participantes.

CONSEJOS PROFESIONALES
Ponga mucha atención a la siguiente situación que representa un ejemplo
dentro del laboratorio en el cual se utiliza material ESP (Inglés para
propósitos específicos) en un contexto intercultural. Observe cada paso
del procedimiento y aprenda como interactuar con el paciente
extranjero durante la toma de muestra de sangre. Mediante un estudio
regular y observación de esta situación real, usted podrá entender y
utilizar más conscientemente el idioma Inglés como herramienta útil. El
éxito de su interacción, depende de la actitud que usted tome frente a
este gran reto. ¡Adelante!

 Si usted ya obtuvo el consentimiento verbal del paciente frente al
procedimiento a realizar continué la interacción de la siguiente manera:
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COULD YOU PLEASE TAKE OFF YOUR JACKET.
/cud iu pliis têik of iur iâket/
Podría por favor retirar su chaqueta

SIT DOWN PLEASE
/sit daun pliis /
Siéntese por favor.

PLEASE STRETCH YOUR ARM AND ROLL UP YOUR SLEEVES
/ pliis stretch iur arm and rolap iur eslivs /
Por favor estire su brazo y recoja sus mangas.
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PLEASE, NOW OPEN AND CLOSE YOUR HAND.
/ pliis, nau open and clous iur jand/
Ahora, abra y cierre su mano.

AT THIS MOMENT I’M GOING TO PRICK YOUR VEIN TO DRAW
A SAMPLE OF BLOOD. PLEASE DO NOT MOVE YOUR ARM.
/at dis môment am gôing tu prik iur ven tu droo a sâmpol of blad. Pliis du not
muv iur arm/
En este momento yo voy a pinchar su vena para obtener unas muestras de sangre. Por
favor no mueva su brazo.
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PLEASE, WHEN I REMOVE THE NEEDLE YOU SHOULD PRESS
THE COTTON WOOL WITHOUT BENDING YOUR ARM.
/pliis, uen ai rimûv de nidol iu chud pres de côton wu uidaut bênding iur
arm/
Por favor, cuando saque la aguja usted debe hacer presión sobre el algodón sin
doblar su brazo.

I’LL PUT A BAND-AID ON. BUT, DON’T FORGET TO PRESS IT
FOR A MINUTE.
/ail put a banded on. Bat, don’t forgêt tu pres it for a mînit/
Yo pondré una cura. Pero, no olvide hacer presión por un minuto.
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 Si el paciente requiere que el resultado de su examen le sea entregado
con urgencia usted le dirá:

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT IN TWO HOURS.
/iu can ask for iur lâb repôrt in tu auars/
Usted puede reclamar sus resultados en 2 horas.

 En caso contrario y de acuerdo a la situación usted dirá:

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT AFTER 4:00 p.m.
/iu can ask for iur lâb repôrt âfter for pi em/
Usted puede reclamar sus resultados después de las 4:00 p.m.

YOU CAN ASK FOR YOUR LAB REPORT IN 5 WORKING DAYS.
/iu can ask for iur lâb repôrt in faiv uôrking dêis/
Usted puede reclamar los resultados en 5 días hábiles.
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 No olvide aclarar al paciente que si no puede reclamar personalmente los
resultados deberá diligenciar el formato donde autoriza la entrega de
resultados a otra persona. Usted le podría decir:

IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT PERSONALLY,
PLEASE FILL THIS FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZED ANOTHER
PERSON
/if iu ar no gôing tu ask for de lâb repôrt pêrsonali. Pliis fil dis fôrmat ap in order tu âtoraisd
anoder person/

Si usted no va a reclamar los resultados personalmente, por favor diligencie el
formato autorizando a otra persona.
IF YOU ARE NO GOING TO ASK FOR THE LAB REPORT PERSONALLY, PLEASE FILL THIS
FORMAT UP IN ORDER TO AUTHORIZED ANOTHER PERSON
Name:__________________________ID Number:__________________
I authorize to ____________________with ID Number:______________ to ask for my lab report.
(Full name)

Signature:_____________________ Date:________________________
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